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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Hall Kevin [5051 
Griffin Janelle 
Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 
Monday, February 3, 2020 6:56:44 PM 

I'm checking. We're in the middle of caucus night so might be a bit before I can get back to you. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:39:46 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Hi Kevin, 

Just checking in- any chance we can make something work? 

From: Griffin, Janelle 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:06 PM 

To: Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 

Subject: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Importance: High 

Hi Kevin, 

I hope your Monday is going well. 

I'm reaching out on behalf of Newsroom w /Poppy Harlow & Jim Sciutto hoping Iowa 
Secretary of State Paul Pate can join for an interview. 
Is Mr. Pate available to join CNN tomorrow, Tuesday February 4th in the 9:45a et OR 
10:45a et? 
This would be live, for about 5-7 minutes, to discuss Mr. Pate's concerns over viral 
misinformation about voter registration and related political news. 

Please feel free to contact me via email or at (404) 452-7769 to let me know. 

Thanks for your time- I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Janelle Griffin-Butts 
Editoria1 Producer, CNN 
Email: janelle.griffin@turner com I Twitter: @janellegCNN 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall Kevin fSOSJ 

Pate. paul [5051 

Re: CNN InteiView Request: Paul Pate 

Monday, February 3, 2020 6:32:05 PM 
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Its in the email: "to discuss Mr. Pate's concerns over viral misinformation about voter 
registration and related political news." 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:16:31 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

For what topic? 

Paul D. Pate 
Iowa Secretary of State 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:07:18 PM 

To: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

CNN wants you tomorrow morning. Interested? 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11Llfmtsll~ 

From: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:06 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Importance: High 

Hi Kevin, 

I hope your Monday is going well. 
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I'm reaching out on behalf of Newsroom w /Poppy Harlow & Jim Sciutto hoping Iowa 
Secretary of State Paul Pate can join for an interview. 
Is Mr. Pate available to join CNN tomorrow, Tuesday February 4th in the 9:45a et OR 
10:45a et? 
This would be live, for about 5-7 minutes, to discuss Mr. Pate's concerns over viral 
misinformation about voter registration and related political news. 

Please feel free to contact me via email or at (404) 452-7769 to let me know. 

Thanks for your time- I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Janelle Griffin-Butts 
Editorial Producer, CNN 
Email: janelle.griffin@turner.com I Twitter: @janellegCNN 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

For what topic? 

Paul D. Pate 

Pate. Paul [5051 

Hall Kevin [5051 

Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Monday, February 3, 2020 6:16:32 PM 
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Iowa Secretary of State 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:07:18 PM 

To: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

CNN wants you tomorrow morning. Interested? 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

D~HDSDI! 

From: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:06 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Importance: High 

Hi Kevin, 

I hope your Monday is going well. 

I'm reaching out on behalf of Newsroom w /Poppy Harlow & Jim Sciutto hoping Iowa 
Secretary of State Paul Pate can join for an interview. 
Is Mr. Pate available to join CNN tomorrow, Tuesday February 4th in the 9:45a et OR 
10:45a et? 
This would be live, for about 5-7 minutes, to discuss Mr. Pate's concerns over viral 
misinformation about voter registration and related political news. 

Please feel free to contact me via email or at (404) 452-7769 to let me know. 
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Thanks for your time- I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Janelle Griffin-Butts 
Editorial Producer, CNN 

Email: janelle.griffin@tJJrner com I Twitter: @janellegCNN 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Griffin Janelle 
Hall Kevin rsoSJ 
RE: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 
Monday, February 3, 2020 6:57:35 PM 

Totally get it- we'd love to make it work, so please keep me posted 

May I have your cell number for my records? 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 7:57PM 

To: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.com> 

Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

I'm checking. We're in the middle of caucus night so might be a bit before I can get back to you. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Griffin, Janelle <lanelle.Griffin@turner.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:39:46 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Hi Kevin, 

Just checking in- any chance we can make something work? 

From: Griffin, Janelle 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:06PM 

To: Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 

Subject: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Importance: High 

Hi Kevin, 

I hope your Monday is going well. 

I'm reaching out on behalf of Newsroom w /Poppy Harlow & Jim Sciutto hoping Iowa 
Secretary of State Paul Pate can join for an interview. 

Is Mr. Pate available to join CNN tomorrow, Tuesday February 4th in the 9:45a et OR 
10:45a et? 
This would be live, for about 5-7 minutes, to discuss Mr. Pate's concerns over viral 
misinformation about voter registration and related political news. 

Please feel free to contact me via email or at (404) 452-7769 to let me know. 

Thanks for your time- I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
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Janelle Griffin-Butts 
Editorial Producer, CNN 
Email: janelle.griffin@tnrner.com I Twitter: @janellegCNN 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

pate. Paul rsos1 
Hall. Kevin fSOSJ 
Re: Can you please? 
Monday, February 3, 2020 6:15:19 PM 
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Maybe we need to have AG sue them ... 

Paul D. Pate 
Iowa Secretary of State 

From: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:18:09 PM 

To: Ross, Michael [505] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [505] 

<Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [505] <Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [505] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: Can you please? 

Judicial Watch now escalating it: 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

nr:nmsa~ 

From: Rood, Lee <lrood@registermedia.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:17PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Can you please? 

Have Pate call me about this Judicial Watch press release? 515-778-6670 

Judicial Watch President Tom Fitton made the following statement 

regarding the Iowa secretary of state misleading Americans and state 

residents about the accuracy of Iowa's registration rolls: 

It is shameful that the secretary state of Iowa would mislead Iowans and 
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Americans about the accuracy of the state's registration rolls. 

Judicial Watch's analysis of Iowa's state registration rolls is based on official 

voter registration data provided by Iowa to the federal Election Assistance 

Commission (EAC) for publication in 2019. Data concerning such 

registrations must be reported to the EAC by law under federal regulation-11 

C.F.R. § 9428.7. 

Based on this federal data, Judicial Watch found eight counties with 

registration rates over 100% of the voting age population. The next reliable 

report on Iowa's registration rolls won't occur until after the November 

election, as the EAC's next report will be released in 2021. 

The Iowa secretary of state's release of interim voter registration data 

further confirms our concerns and shows that five of the eight counties we 

listed are still over 100%. Nearly three dozen counties have a registration 

rate over 95% of the voter age population, which is extraordinarily high. Our 

data has proven to be a strong indicator of voter registration issues and a 

basis for further inquiry. Based on lawsuits alleging the same voter 

registration issues, Judicial Watch has obtained three statewide settlement 

agreements, including a consent decree in the Commonwealth of Kentucky 

in 2018 and a settlement with Los Angeles County and the State of 

California in 2019. 

California last year began the process of removing up to 1.5 million 

"inactive" names from Los Angeles County voter rolls. Kentucky also began 

a cleanup of up to 150,000 names last year. In 2018, the Supreme Court 

upheld a voter roll clean up in Ohio that resulted from a Judicial Watch 

settlement. A federal court ordered the State of Maryland to produce voter 

list data for its largest county based on the work of Judicial Watch. Our 

approach has survived federal court scrutiny in four states. 

Iowa's Secretary of State and local officials need to clean up the election 
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rolls and reassure voters that the state's election process is being 

administered in compliance with federal law and common sense. 

Lee Rood 

Des Moines Register 

515-284-8549 

515-778-6670 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Paul D. Pate 

Pate paul fSOSJ 
Hall. Kevin fSOSJ; Ross Michael fSOSl; Widen Molly [5051; Burhans. Hejdi fSOSJ 
Re: Can you please? 
Monday, February 3, 2020 6:22:09 PM 
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Iowa Secretary of State 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:18:09 PM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [SOS] 

<Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: Can you please? 

Judicial Watch now escalating it: 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

l'ir:tmtsae! 

From: Rood, Lee <lrood@registermedia.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:17PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Can you please? 

Have Pate call me about this Judicial Watch press release? 515-778-6670 

Attorney*CUent Communication 
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Judicial Watch President Tom Fitton made the following statement 

regarding the Iowa secretary of state misleading Americans and state 

residents about the accuracy of Iowa's registration rolls: 

It is shameful that the secretary state of Iowa would mislead Iowans and 

Americans about the accuracy of the state's registration rolls. 

Judicial Watch's analysis of Iowa's state registration rolls is based on official 

voter registration data provided by Iowa to the federal Election Assistance 

Commission (EAC) for publication in 2019. Data concerning such 

registrations must be reported to the EAC by law under federal regulation 11 

C.F.R. § 9428.7. 

Based on this federal data, Judicial Watch found eight counties with 

registration rates over 100% of the voting age population. The next reliable 

report on Iowa's registration rolls won't occur until after the November 

election, as the EAC's next report will be released in 2021. 

The Iowa secretary of state's release of interim voter registration data 

further confirms our concerns and shows that five of the eight counties we 

listed are still over 100%. Nearly three dozen counties have a registration 

rate over 95% of the voter age population, which is extraordinarily high. Our 

data has proven to be a strong indicator of voter registration issues and a 

basis for further inquiry. Based on lawsuits alleging the same voter 

registration issues, Judicial Watch has obtained three statewide settlement 

agreements, including a consent decree in the Commonwealth of Kentucky 

in 2018 and a settlement with Los Angeles County and the State of 

California in 2019. 

California last year began the process of removing up to 1.5 million 

"inactive" names from Los Angeles County voter rolls. Kentucky also began 

a cleanup of up to 150,000 names last year. In 2018, the Supreme Court 

upheld a voter roll clean up in Ohio that resulted from a Judicial Watch 
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settlement. A federal court ordered the State of Maryland to produce voter 

list data for its largest county based on the work of Judicial Watch. Our 

approach has survived federal court scrutiny in four states. 

Iowa's Secretary of State and local officials need to clean up the election 

rolls and reassure voters that the state's election process is being 

administered in compliance with federal law and common sense. 

Lee Rood 

Des Moines Register 

515-284-8549 

515-778-6670 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Jlm..l::!..aft 
Alan Q11ke; Sanh Oriyavonq 
Eliza.vauqhn13@gmail.com; ~;cruz press@cruz.senate.gov; info@judicialwatch.org; press@fb.com; Iowa 
Secretarv of State Paul D. Pate; Wayne Drash; zuck@fb.com 

Subject: Re: Disputing facHheck of Judicial Watch press release on our Facebook page 
Monday, February 3, 2020 10:49:40 PM Date: 

Dear Alan. 

We updated our report at The Gateway Pundit per your request. 

We are asking that you remove this strike against The Gateway Pundit Facebook page. 

Please let us know your decision. 

Thank you. 

Jim Hoft 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/02/eight-iowa-counties-have-total-registration-rates
larger-than-e I i gible-voter-popu1ation-more-than-18 600-extra-names-on-voter-rolls/ 

On 2/3/2020 10:22 PM, Alan Duke wrote: 

We have lifted the false rating. Thank YOU for your professionalism and fast 
reaction. 
Alan Duke 
Lead Stories 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 8:10PM Sanh Oriyavong <oriyavong@gmail.com> 
wrote: 

Hi Alan, 

Thank you for your prompt response. This is our first positive interaction with a 
fact-checker and we appreciate it. We have made the changes and updated the 
atticle on our website. Should we resubmit the atticle since Facebook won't let 
us change it? I don't want to delete the original since your website said that once 
it's deleted, you can't change a fact-check. Can you please let us know how to 
proceed and if the fact-check was removed? 

http://redstatewatcher.com/atticle.asp?id= 160375 

Thank you, 
Sanh Oriyavong 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:54PM Alan Duke <a1an@leadstories com> wrote: 
I We will revise your rating if you add to you story the statement from the Iowa 
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Secretary of State and include a statement at the top of the story noting the 
update. You should also revise your headline to make it clear that there is a 
dispute over the claim made by Judicial Watch. 
Alan Duke 
Lead Stories 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:07PM Sanh Oriyavong <oriyavong@gmail.com> 
wrote: 

To all concerned parties: 

Concerning press release article taken directly from Judicial Watch: Eight 

Iowa Counties Have Total Registration Rates Larger than Eligible Voter 

Population- at Least 18.658 Extra Names on Iowa Voting Rolls 

I highly recommend our recent Face book fact-check be removed (Feb 3, 

2020) because they are wrong. Flat out wrong. It is clear that nobody is 

fact-checking the fact-checker because: 

1} Our source was Judicial Watch yet the page the fact-check links 

to is about Gateway Pundit. 

2) We used the same title as Judicial Watch's press release 

3) Our article links back to the Judicial Watch press release 

4) Judicial Watch's data source is the one that will be used for 

actual voting whereas the fact-checker used census data. Census 

data does not collect information on voters. 

Wayne Drasher with Leadstories.com was the fact-check source Facebook 

linked to for this fact-check. When the fact-checker created this fact-check, 

he clearly avoided actually fact-checking Judicial Watch (which is our 

source) demonstrated by his use of a Newsguard link that takes you to the 

information on Gateway Pundit. As for the data from Judicial Watch, they 

are standing by their data according to a statement from the Judicial Watch 

president Tom Fitton: 

"It is shameful that the secretary state of Iowa would mislead Iowans and 

Americans about the accuracy of the state's registration rolls. 

Judicial Watch's analysis of Iowa's state registration rolls is based on official 

voter registration data provided by Iowa to the federal Election Assistance 

Commission {EAC) for publication in 2019. 

Iowa's Secretary of State and local officials need to clean up the election 
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Jim Hoft 

rolls and reassure voters that its election process is being administered in 

compliance with federal/ow and common sense." 

Judicial Watch is a foundation that holds themselves to a high standard and 

their success in the Supreme Court dealing with errors in voter rolls shows 

that they are capable in pulling the correct data. Judicial Watch is a trusted 

source, that is why we used Judicial Watch as our source. 

When a fact-checker places an incorrect fact-check on a Facebook page, 

this potentially reduces reach and reduces our credibility. This can also 

affect a websites financial viability. I recommend that this fact-check be 

corrected or we will need to consider legal options. 

Thank you from a person who is fed up with fake fact-checks, 

Sanh Oriyavong 

Redstatewatcher.com editor 

oriyavong@gmail.com 

916-599-1144 

https://www.facebook.com/DonaldTrump4President 

F<;>urjqer-Editor 
i'ne<Oal:eway P1,mdit 
!Jttps:f/www.thequtewaypundit.com/ 
midWest{im@chmtet.net 

GP 
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From: Alan Duke 
To: 
Cc: 

Sanh Oriyavong 
Eliza.vaughn13@gmail.com; Jim Haft; Apoeals; cruz press@cruz.senate.gov; lnfo@ludicialwatch.org; 
press@fb.com; Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate; Wayne Drash; zuck@fb.com 

Subject: Re; Disputing fact-check of Judicial Watch press release on our Facebook page 
Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 10;22;21 PM 

We have lifted the false rating. Thank YOU for your professionalism and fast reaction. 
Alan Duke 
Lead Stories 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 8:10PM Sanh Oriyavong <oriyayong@gmail.com> wrote: 
Hi Alan, 

Thank you for your prompt response. This is our first positive interaction with a fact-checker 
and we appreciate it. We have made the changes and updated the atiicle on our website. 
Should we resubmit the article since Facebook won't let us change it? I don't want to delete 
the original since your website said that once it's deleted, you can't change a fact-check. Can 
you please let us know how to proceed and if the fact-check was removed? 

http:/ /redstatewatcher.com/article.asp?id= 160375 

Thank you, 
Sanh Oriyavong 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:54PM Alan Duke <alan@leadstories.com> wrote: 
We will revise your rating if you add to you story the statement from the Iowa Secretary 
of State and include a statement at the top of the story noting the update. You should also 
revise your headline to make it clear that there is a dispute over the claim made by Judicial 
Watch. 
Alan Duke 
Lead Stories 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:07PM Sanh Oriyavong <oriyavong@gmail.com> wrote: 
To all concerned parties: 

Concerning press release article taken directly from Judicial Watch: Eight Iowa Counties 

Have Total Registration Rates Larger than Eligible Voter Population- at Least 18 658 

Extra Names on Iowa Voting Rolls 

I highly recommend our recent Face book fact-check be removed (Feb 3, 2020) because 

they are wrong. Flat out wrong. It is clear that nobody is fact-checking the fact-checker 

because: 

1) Our source was Judicial Watch yet the page the fact-check links to is about 

Gateway Pundit. 

2) We used the same title as Judicial Watch's press release 

3) Our article links back to the Judicial Watch press release 
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4) Judicial Watch's data source is the one that will be used for actual voting 

whereas the fact-checker used census data. Census data does not collect 

information on voters. 

Wayne Drasher with Leadstories.com was the fact-check source Facebook linked to for 

this fact-check. When the fact-checker created this fact-check, he clearly avoided 

actually fact-checking Judicial Watch (which is our source) demonstrated by his use of a 

Newsguard link that takes you to the information on Gateway Pundit. As for the data 

from Judicial Watch, they are standing by their data according to a statement from the 

Judicial Watch president Tom Fitton: 

"It is shameful that the secretary state of Iowa would mislead Iowans and Americans 

about the accuracy of the state's registration rolls. 

Judicial Watch's analysis of Iowa's state registration rolls is based on official voter 

registration data provided by Iowa to the federal Election Assistance Commission (EAC) 

for publication in 2019. 

Iowa's Secretary of State and local officials need to clean up the election rolls and 

reassure voters that its election process is being administered in compliance with federal 

law and common sense." 

Judicial Watch is a foundation that holds themselves to a high standard and their 

success in the Supreme Court dealing with errors in voter rolls shows that they are 

capable in pulling the correct data. Judicial Watch is a trusted source, that is why we 

used Judicial Watch as our source. 

When a fact-checker places an incorrect fact-check on a Facebook page, this potentially 

reduces reach and reduces our credibility. This can also affect a websites financial 

viability. I recommend that this fact-check be corrected or we will need to consider legal 

options. 

Thank you from a person who is fed up with fake fact-checks, 

Sanh Oriyavong 

Redstatewatcher.com editor 

oriyavong@gmail com 

916-599-1144 
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From: Sanh Oriyavong 
Alan Duke To: 

Cc: Eliza.vaughn13@gmall.com; J.imJ.:!Qft; appeals®leadstories com; cruz press®cruz.senate.gov; 
info@judicialwatch.om; press@fb.com; Iowa Secretarv of State Paul D. Pate; wayne®leadstorjes com; 
zuck@fb.com 

Subject: Re: Disputing fact~check of Judicial Watch press release on our Facebook page 
Monday, February 3, 2020 10:10:40 PM Date: 

Hi Alan, 

Thank you for your prompt response. This is our first positive interaction with a fact-checker 
and we appreciate it. We have made the changes and updated the article on our website. 
Should we resubmit the article since Facebook won't Jet us change it? I don't want to delete the 
original since your website said that once it's deleted, you can't change a fact-check. Can you 
please Jet us know how to proceed and if the fact-check was removed? 

http:Uredstatewatcher.com/article.asp?id= I 603 75 

Thank you, 
Sanh Oriyavong 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:54PM Alan Duke <alan@leadstories.com> wrote: 
We will revise your rating if you add to you story the statement from the Iowa Secretary of 
State and include a statement at the top of the story noting the update. You should also 
revise your headline to make it clear that there is a dispute over the claim made by Judicial 
Watch. 
Alan Duke 
Lead Stories 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:07PM Sanh Oriyavong <oriyavong@gmail com> wrote: 
To all concerned parties: 

Concerning press release article taken directly from Judicial Watch: Eight Iowa Counties 

Have Total Registration Rates Larger than Eligible Voter Population- at Least 18.658 Extra 

Names on Iowa Voting Rolls 

I highly recommend our recent Face book fact-check be removed (Feb 3, 2020) because 

they are wrong. Flat out wrong. It is clear that nobody is fact-checking the fact-checker 

because: 

1) Our source was Judicial Watch yet the page the fact-check links to is about 

Gateway Pundit. 

2) We used the same title as Judicial Watch's press release 

3) Our article links back to the Judicial Watch press release 

4) Judicial Watch's data source is the one that will be used for actual voting 

whereas the fact-checker used census data. Census data does not collect 

information on voters. 
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Wayne Drasher with Leadstories.com was the fact-check source Facebook linked to for 

this fact-check. When the fact-checker created this fact-check, he clearly avoided actually 

fact-checking Judicial Watch (which is our source) demonstrated by his use of a 

Newsguard link that takes you to the information on Gateway Pundit. As for the data from 

Judicial Watch, they are standing by their data according to a statement from the Judicial 

Watch president Tom Fitton: 

"It is shameful that the secretary state of Iowa would mislead Iowans and Americans about 

the accuracy of the state's registration rolls. 

Judicial Watch's analysis of Iowa's state registration rolls is based on official voter 

registration data provided by Iowa to the federal Election Assistance Commission (EAC) for 

publication in 2019. 

Iowa's Secretary of State and local officials need to clean up the election rolls and reassure 

voters that its election process is being administered in compliance with federal/ow and 

common sense. 11 

Judicial Watch is a foundation that holds themselves to a high standard and their success 

in the Supreme Court dealing with errors in voter rolls shows that they are capable in 

pulling the correct data. Judicial Watch is a trusted source, that is why we used Judicial 

Watch as our source. 

When a fact-checker places an incorrect fact-check on a Face book page, this potentially 

reduces reach and reduces our credibility. This can also affect a websites financial viability. 

I recommend that this fact-check be corrected or we will need to consider legal options. 

Thank you from a person who is fed up with fake fact-checks, 

Sanh Oriyavong 

Redstatewatcher.com editor 

oriyavong@gmail com 

916-599-1144 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Alan Duke 
Sanh Oriyavonq 
Eliza.vauqhn13@qmail.com; Jim Hoft; appeals@leadstories.com; cruz press®cruz.senate.gov; 
lnfo®judjcialwatch.om; press@fb.com; Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate; wayne@leadstorjes mm; 
zuck®fb.com 
Re: Disputing fact-check of Judicial Watch press release on our Facebook page 
Monday, February 3, 2020 9:54:12 PM 

We will revise your rating if you add to you story the statement from the Iowa Secretary of 
State and include a statement at the top of the story noting the update. You should also revise 
your headline to make it clear that there is a dispute over the claim made by Judicial Watch. 
Alan Duke 
Lead Stories 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:07PM Sanh Oriyavong <oriyayong@gmail.com> wrote: 
To all concerned parties: 

Concerning press release article taken directly from Judicial Watch: Eight Iowa Co11ntjes 

Have Total Registration Rates Larger than Eligible Voter Population- at Least 18 658 Extra 

Names on Iowa Voting Rolls 

I highly recommend our recent Facebook fact-check be removed (Feb 3, 2020) because they 

are wrong. Flat out wrong. It is clear that nobody is fact-checking the fact-checker because: 

1) Our source was Judicial Watch yet the page the fact-check links to is about 

Gateway Pundit. 

2) We used the same title as Judicial Watch's press release 

3) Our article links back to the Judicial Watch press release 

4) Judicial Watch's data source is the one that will be used for actual voting 

whereas the fact-checker used census data. Census data does not collect 

information on voters. 

Wayne Drasher with Leadstories.com was the fact-check source Facebook linked to for this 

fact-check. When the fact-checker created this fact-check, be clearly avoided actually fact

checking Judicial Watch (which is our source) demonstrated by his use of a Newsguard link 

that takes you to the information on Gateway Pundit. As for the data from Judicial Watch, 

they are standing by their data according to a statement from the Judicial Watch president 

Tom Fitton: 

"It is shameful that the secretary state of Iowa would mislead Iowans and Americans about 

the accuracy of the state's registration rolls. 

Judicial Watch's analysis of Iowa's state registration rolls is based on official voter 

registration data provided by Iowa to the federal Election Assistance Commission {EAC) for 

publication in 2019. 
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Iowa's Secretary of State and local officials need to clean up the election rolls and reassure 

voters that its election process is being administered in compliance with federal law and 

common sense.'' 

Judicial Watch is a foundation that holds themselves to a high standard and their success in 

the Supreme Court dealing with errors in voter rolls shows that they are capable in pulling 

the correct data. Judicial Watch is a trusted source, that is why we used Judicial Watch as 

our source. 

When a fact-checker places an incorrect fact-check on a Facebook page, this potentially 

reduces reach and reduces our credibility. This can also affect a websites financial viability. I 

recommend that this fact-check be corrected or we will need to consider legal options. 

Thank you from a person who is fed up with fake fact-checks, 

Sanh Oriyavong 

Redstatewatcher.com editor 

oriyavong@gmail.com 

916-599-1144 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Jim, 

Alan Duke 
JinLI:jQ!!; 
Sanh Orjvavonq; Eliza.vauqhn13@gmall.com; Appeals; cruz press@cruz.senate.gov; info@judicialwatch.org; 
press@fb.com; Iowa Secretarv of State Paul D. Pate; Wayne Drash; zuck@fb.com 
Re: Disputing fact-check of Judicial Watch press release on our Facebook page 
Monday, February 3, 2020 11:04:14 PM 

I have revised the rating for theGatewayPundit.com article, as well as the post on your 
facebook page. 
Alan Duke 
Lead Stories 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 8:49PM Jim Hoft <midwesJjim@chatter.net> wrote: 

Dear Alan. 

We updated our report at The Gateway Pundit per your request. 

We are asking that you remove this strike against The Gateway Pundit Facebook page. 

Please let us know your decision. 

Thank you. 

JimHoft 

https:Uwww.thegatewaypundit com/2020/02/eight-iowa-counties-have-total-registration
rates-larger-than-eligible-voter-population-more-than-18600-extra-names-on-voter-rolls/ 

On 2/3/2020 10:22 PM, Alan Duke wrote: 

We have lifted the false rating. Thank YOU for your professionalism and fast 
reaction. 
Alan Duke 
Lead Stories 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 8:10PM Sanh Oriyavong <oriyayong@gmail.com> 
wrote: 

Hi Alan, 

Thank you for your prompt response. This is our first positive interaction with 
a fact-checker and we appreciate it. We have made the changes and updated 
the atiicle on our website. Should we resubmit the atticle since Facebook 
won't let us change it? I don't want to delete the original since your website 
said that once it's deleted, you can't change a fact-check. Can you please let us 
know how to proceed and if the fact-check was removed? 
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http:/ /redstatewatcher.com/article.asp?id= 1603 75 

Thank you, 
Sanh Oriyavong 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:54PM Alan Duke <alan@leadstories.com> wrote: 
We will revise your rating if you add to you story the statement from the 
Iowa Secretary of State and include a statement at the top of the story 
noting the update. You should also revise your headline to make it clear that 
there is a dispute over the claim made by Judicial Watch. 
Alan Duke 
Lead Stories 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:07PM Sanh Oriyavong 
<oriyayong@gmail com> wrote: 

To all concerned parties: 

Concerning press release article taken directly from Judicial Watch: Eight 

Iowa Counties Have Total Registration Rates Larger than Eligible Voter 

Population- at Least 18 658 Extra Names on Iowa Voting Rolls 

I highly recommend our recent Facebook fact-check be removed (Feb 3, 

2020) because they are wrong. Flat out wrong. It is clear that nobody is 

fact-checking the fact-checker because: 

1) Our source was Judicial Watch yet the page the fact-check 

links to is about Gateway Pundit. 

2) We used the same title as Judicial Watch's press release 

3) Our article links back to the Judicial Watch press release 

4) Judicial Watch's data source is the one that will be used for 

actual voting whereas the fact-checker used census data. Census 

data does not collect information on voters. 

Wayne Drasher with Leadstories.com was the fact-check source Face book 

linked to for this fact-check. When the fact-checker created this fact

check, he clearly avoided actually fact-checking Judicial Watch (which is 

our source) demonstrated by his use of a Newsguard link that takes you 

to the information on Gateway Pundit. As for the data from Judicial 

Watch, they are standing by their data according to a statement from the 

Judicial Watch presidentTom Fitton: 

"It is shameful that the secretary state of Iowa would mislead Iowans and 

Americans about the accuracy of the state's registration rolls. 
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Judicial Watch's analysis of Iowa's state registration rolls is based on 

official voter registration data provided by Iowa to the federal Election 

Assistance Commission (EAC} for publication in 2019. 

Iowa's Secretary of State and local officials need to clean up the election 

rolls and reassure voters that its election process is being administered in 

compliance with federal law and common sense." 

Judicial Watch is a foundation that holds themselves to a high standard 

and their success in the Supreme Court dealing with errors in voter rolls 

shows that they are capable in pulling the correct data. Judicial Watch is a 

trusted source, that is why we used Judicial Watch as our source. 

When a fact-checker places an incorrect fact-check on a Facebook page, 

this potentially reduces reach and reduces our credibility. This can also 

affect a websites financial viability. I recommend that this fact-check be 

corrected or we will need to consider legal options. 

Thank you from a person who is fed up with fake fact-checks, 

Sanh Oriyavong 

Redstatewatcher.com editor 

oriyavong@gmail.com 

916-599-1144 

https://www.facebook.com/DonaldTrump4President 

Jim Hoft 
Fourider-Editor 

-_ -·.·:-:: -·'- --- ' 

'tne f,'iMway Pt.Hiilit 
https:l/www·.theqatewaypundit.com/ 
miltwest/irn@chortet.net 

GP 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Hall Kevin fSOSl 
Fichera Angelo 
Re: Inquiry, re: Inactive voters in Iowa 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 12:22:20 PM 

The voter reg totals (total, active and inactive) were all pulled before our 2019list 
maintenance season (NCO A, no activity, multistate). 
Inactive voters are in the pipeline to be cancelled. If a voter is inactive for two successive 
general election cycles, they are sent a final mailing and cancelled. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Fichera, Angelo <angelo.fichera@factcheck.org> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 11:07:50 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Inquiry, re: inactive voters in Iowa 

Hi Kevin, 

I'm a reporter over at FactCheck.org and I'm writing about the recent Judicial Watch analysis 

regarding Iowa voter registration rates. Had a quick question: 

Is my understanding correct that Iowa uses mailed notices to determine "inactive records" (which 

may apply to voters who move, die, or don't respond to the notices)? And that, under state law, if a 

voter's record has been inactive for "two successive general elections," that registration is canceled? 

Just want to make sure I'm clear on that. 

Thanks, 

Angelo 

Angelo Fichera 

Staff Writer, FactCheck.org 

202 S. 36th St., Philadelphia, PA 19104 

215-898-7605 I @AJFichera 

angelo.fichera@factcheck org 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Widen Molly rsoSJ 
Hall Kevin rSOSl 
RE: Inquiry, re: Inactive voters In Iowa 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 12:37:15 PM 
Statuses and Status Reasons.docx 

Send this and see if it answers her questions. 

Sincerely, 

Molly M. Widen 
Legal Counsel 
Office of the Iowa Secretary of State 
Office: (515) 281-5864 
Mobile: (515) 210-4634 
Email: molly.widen@sos.iowa.gov 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 11:39 AM 

To: Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Fwd: Inquiry, re: inactive voters in Iowa 

See below. Is this accurate? 

Get Outlook for iDS 

From: Fichera, Angelo <angelo.fichera@factcheck.org> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 11:07:50 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.jowa.gov> 

Subject: Inquiry, re: inactive voters in Iowa 

Hi Kevin, 

I'm a reporter over at FactCheck.org and I'm writing about the recent Judicial Watch analysis 

regarding Iowa voter registration rates. Had a quick question: 

Is my understanding correct that Iowa uses mailed notices to determine "inactive records" (which 

may apply to voters who move, die, or don't respond to the notices)? And that, under state law, if a 

voter's record has been inactive for "two successive general elections," that registration is canceled? 

Just want to make sure I'm clear on that. 

Thanks, 

Angelo 
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Angelo Fichera 

Staff Writer, FactCheck.org 

202 S. 36th St., Philadelphia, PA 19104 

215-898-7605 I @AJFichera 

angelo.fichera@factcheck org 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall. Kevin rSOSJ 
MW Hemingway 
RE: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
Tuesday1 February 4, 2020 2:59:00 PM 
!maqeOOl.png 
fmaqe002.png 
fmage003.png 
!mage004.pnq 
!maqeOOS.pnq 
imaqe006.pnq 

You seem to be ignoring the rest of what I wrote regarding 17-year-olds and inactive voters. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE o PARTICIPATION o INTEGRITY 

In~ lliUIJDlt 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:55 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Thanks, but FYI some of what you're saying is possibly tendentious as well. FYI Judicial Watch is 

standing by it's count of eight counties-- they're saying the number of counties is 5 according to the 

other data you guys are using, which they aren't relying on. They use their own data which involves 

interpolating EAC data with the use of professional demographers-- both California and Kentucky 

settled federal lawsuits with them last year over excess voter registrations and no one disputed their 

numbers. 

Either way, I have one WaPo story saying only one county has more registrations than voters: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conservatives-push-false-claims-voter-fraud

twitter -iowans-prepare caucus/?itid-hp rhp bignews3 voter-fraud-155pm%3Ahomepage%2Fstory

ans 

And another WaPo story saying it's five counties: 

https: /lwww. washington post.com/pol itics/2 020/02/03 /judicia !-watch s-voter -fraud-fear-mongering

fi n ds-new-oppon ent -pro-voter -i d-iowa-offi cia I I 
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And you guys have issued a press release where you're not actually specifying the number. Starting 

to see the problem here? 

And if you're a law and order GOP SoS, are we really going to die on the hill of 5 vs. 8 here? Wouldn't 

one county with this problem be considered an issue you guys need to address? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 1:12PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Mark, 

We're not commenting officially on this story any longer. Below is the release we put out 

yesterday. 

(For background, not attribution to me or our office, I'll add a few tidbits: 

-JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 

population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 

approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 

skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 

are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews 

the numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting 

age population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top 

in the country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 
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compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 

registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," 

Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar 

claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter 

confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit 

trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They 

are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census 

Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa goy 

### 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11LllmtSDI! 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 10:03 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Kevin, 

I left a message already-- was hoping you could talk to me about the voter registration 

controversy? I fear the Post has made a hash of the story ... 

Thanks, 

Mark Hemingway 
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ReaiCiearPolitics 

202-321-2229 i . . ..................... . ... ................... . 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Mark, 

Hall. Kevin [5051 
MW Hemingway 
RE: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 12:11:00 PM 
lmageOOl.pnq 
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We're not commenting officially on this story any longer. Below is the release we put out yesterday. 

(For background, not attribution to me or our office, I'll add a few tidbits: 

-JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 

population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 

approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 

skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 

are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 

numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 

population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the 

country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 
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"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa goy 

### 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 
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From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 10:03 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Kevin, 

I left a message already-- was hoping you could talk to me about the voter registration controversy? 

I fear the Post has made a hash of the story ... 

Thanks, 

Mark Hemingway 

ReaiCiearPolitics 

202-321-2229 
·--------···················-----------------------·························------------------·············--------------------------------------------
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hall, Kevin [505] 
MW Hemingway 

Date: 
Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 2:45:03 PM 
jmaqe001.png Attachments: 

I 
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Get Outlook for iOS 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 2:42:24 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Kevin final question -- if you go to your page for county registration data -- the links for last 
year are all broken and don't come up with anything. Is there a reason for that? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:49 PM MW Hemingway <mwhemjngway@gmail.com> wrote: 
OK, thanks. 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:34PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa goy> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most 
current data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is 
the most conservative county in the state (81% for Trump in 20 16). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have 
moved away, and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. 
We are required by Iowa and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling 
their voter registration. Inactive is the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

IJCimldDI! 
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From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:18PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

And you're ignoring the far more basic and upfront discrepancy! I'm asking you point
blank, what's the number of counties here? C'mon. I'm trying to help you out here! 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 3:59PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

You seem to be ignoring the rest of what I wrote regarding 17-year-olds and inactive 
voters. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:55 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.I-Iall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
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Thanks, but FYI some of what you're saying is possibly tendentious as well. FYI 
Judicial Watch is standing by it's count of eight counties -- they're saying the number of 
counties is 5 according to the other data you guys are using, which they aren't relying 
on. They use their own data which involves interpolating EAC data with the use of 
professional demographers -- both California and Kentucky settled federal lawsuits with 
them last year over excess voter registrations and no one disputed their numbers. 

Either way, I have one WaPo story saying only one county has more registrations than 
voters: 

https·//www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conservatives-push-false-claims
yoter-fraud-twitter-iowans-prepare-caucus/?itid=hp rhp-bignews3 voter-fraud-
155pm%3Ahomepage%2Fstory-ans 

And another WaPo story saying it's five counties: 

https://www washingtonpost com/politics/2020/02/03/judicial-watchs-voter-fraud-fear
mongering-finds-new-op.ponent-pro-voter-id-iowa-officiall 

And you guys have issued a press release where you're not actually specifying the 
number. Starting to see the problem here? 

And if you're a law and order GOP SoS, are we really going to die on the hill of 5 vs. 8 
here? Wouldn't one county with this problem be considered an issue you guys need to 
address? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at I :12 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Mark, 

We're not commenting officially on this story any longer. Below is the release we put 
out yesterday. 
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(For background, not attribution to me or our office, I 'II add a few tidbits: 

-JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're 
still using old population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in 
Iowa. There are approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in 
registration or population data skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of 
time. These are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter 
reg. totals greatly skews the numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears 
to have slightly more than the voting age population. Lyon Co, is also the most 
Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the country (81% for 
Trump in 20 16). 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter 
registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a 
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news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 
Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the 
eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's 
Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 
registration, and it's especially disconcetting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus 
to do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who 
have made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their 
false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation 
campaign immediately and qnit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's 
website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 
Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 
claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data 
from the IJ S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods 
they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~[~[~ ][~_I[~J[_~] 
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From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Kevin, 

I left a message already -- was hoping you could talk to me about the voter 
registration controversy? I fear the Post has made a hash of the story ... 

Thanks, 

Mark Hemingway 

RealClearPolitics 

202-321-2229 

·---------·······················-------------------------------------··························------------------------------················· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

·---------··············--------------------------------------------··-················--------------------------------------···········------· 
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From: MW Hemingway 
Hall Kevin fSOSl To: 

Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 2:42:52 PM 
jmage001.ong 

Date: 
Attachments: 

image002.pnq 
imaqe003.pnq 
imaqe004.pnq 
imaqeOOS.pnq 
jmaqe006.png 

Kevin final question -- if you go to your page for county registration data -- the links for last 
year are all broken and don't come up with anything. Is there a reason for that? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:49PM MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> wrote: 
OK, thanks. 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:34PM Hall, Kevin [SOS) <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most 
current data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is 
the most conservative county in the state (81% for Trump in 20 16). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have 
moved away, and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. 
We are required by Iowa and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling 
their voter registration. Inactive is the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

li!lr.,D p~ rr.M ~a • Ill II U WJ ~ G>,ll 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:18PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS) <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
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Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

And you're ignoring the far more basic and upfront discrepancy! I'm asking you point
blank, what's the number of counties here? C'mon. I'm trying to help you out here! 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 3:59PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

You seem to be ignoring the rest of what I wrote regarding 17-year-olds and inactive 
voters. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

[~[~~]~~-]~] 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:55 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Thanks, but FYI some of what you're saying is possibly tendentious as well. FYI 
Judicial Watch is standing by it's count of eight counties -- they're saying the number of 
counties is 5 according to the other data you guys are using, which they aren't relying 
on. They use their own data which involves interpolating EAC data with the use of 
professional demographers -- both California and Kentucky settled federal lawsuits with 
them last year over excess voter registrations and no one disputed their numbers. 
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Either way, I have one WaPo story saying only one county has more registrations than 
voters: 

https ://www.washingtonpost.com/po litics/2020/02/03/conseryatiyes-push-false-claims
yoter-fraud-twitter-iowans-prepare-caucus/?itid-hp rhp-bignews3 yoter-fraud
l55pm%3Ahomepage%2Fstory-ans 

And another WaPo story saying it's five counties: 

htt;ps://www.washingtonjiost.com/politics/2020/02/03/judicial-watchs-voter-fraud-fear
mon gering-finds-new-opponent -pro-voter-id-iowa -offi ciall 

And you guys have issued a press release where you're not actually specifying the 
number. Starting to see the problem here? 

And if you're a law and order GOP SoS, are we really going to die on the hill of 5 vs. 8 
here? Wouldn't one county with this problem be considered an issue you guys need to 
address? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at I: 12 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos iowa. goy> wrote: 

Mark, 

We're not commenting officially on this story any longer. Below is the release we put 
out yesterday. 

(For background, not attribution to me or our office, I'll add a few tidbits: 

-JW admitted they used old data. 
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-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're 
still using old population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in 
Iowa. There are approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in 
registration or population data skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of 
time. These are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter 
reg. totals greatly skews the numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears 
to have slightly more than the voting age population. Lyon Co, is also the most 
Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the country (81% for 
Trump in 2016). 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter 
registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a 
news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 
Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the 
eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's 
Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 
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registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus 
to do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who 
have made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their 
false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation 
campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's 
website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 
Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims abont the voter registration numbers, the organization's 
claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data 
from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods 
they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~~~~lrgl[~ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
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Kevin, 

I left a message already -- was hoping you could talk to me about the voter 
registration controversy? I fear the Post has made a hash of the story ... 

Thanks, 

Mark Hemingway 

RealClearPolitics 

202-321-2229 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

OK, thanks. 

MW Hemingway 
Hall Kevin fSOSl 
Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:50:25 PM 
image001.ong 
image002.png 
lmage003.png 
lmage004.png 
lmage005.png 
lmage006.png 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:34PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin,Hall@sos iowa.gov> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most 
current data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the 
most conservative county in the state (81% for Tmmp in 2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have 
moved away, and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We 
are required by Iowa and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their 
voter registration. Inactive is the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin,Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11crm~a~ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:18PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

And you're ignoring the far more basic and upfront discrepancy! I'm asking you point-blank, 
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what's the number of counties here? C'mon. I'm trying to help you out here! 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 3:59PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

You seem to be ignoring the rest of what I wrote regarding 17-year-olds and inactive 
voters. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~[li][~]~OO~ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:55PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding votet· registration claims? 

Thanks, but FYI some of what you're saying is possibly tendentious as well. FYI Judicial 
Watch is standing by it's count of eight counties -- they're saying the number of counties is 
5 according to the other data you guys are using, which they aren't relying on. They use 
their own data which involves interpolating EAC data with the use of professional 
demographers --both California and Kentucky settled federal lawsuits with them last year 
over excess voter registrations and no one disputed their numbers. 

Either way, I have one WaPo story saying only one county has more registrations than 
voters: 
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https:l/www.washingtonpost comlpolitics/2020/02/03/conseryatives-push-false-claims
voter-fraud-twitter-iowans-prepare-caucus/?itid=hp rhp-bignews3 voter-fraud-
155pm%3Ahomepage%2Fstory-ans 

And another WaPo story saying it's five counties: 

https://www washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/judicial-watchs-voter-fraud-fear
mongering-finds-new-opponent-pro-voter-id-iowa-official/ 

And you guys have issued a press release where you're not actually specifying the 
number. Starting to see the problem here? 

And if you're a law and order GOP SoS, are we really going to die on the hill of 5 vs. 8 
here? Wouldn't one county with this problem be considered an issue you guys need to 
address? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at I: 12 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

Mark, 

We're not commenting officially on this story any longer. Below is the release we put 
out yesterday. 

(For background, not attribution to me or our office, I'll add a few tidbits: 

-JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're 
still using old population data. 
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-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in 
Iowa. There are approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in 
registration or population data skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of 
time. These are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. 
totals greatly skews the numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have 
slightly more than the voting age population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican 
county in the entire state, and one of the top in the country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

OFFICE OF TI-IE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter 
registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a 
news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 
Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the 
eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office 
shows this information is false. 

"It's unfmtunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 
registration, and it's especially disconce1ting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to 
do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have 
made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false 
claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation 
campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 
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Iowa's voter registration statistics arepnblicly available on the Secretary of State's 
website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 
Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 
claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from 
the U.S Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods 
they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~~~li~J[fj] [~ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Kevin, 

I left a message already -- was hoping you could talk to me about the voter registration 
controversy? I fear the Post has made a hash of the story ... 
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Thanks, 

Mark Hemingway 

Rea!ClearPolitics 

202-321-2229 

·····-·--····-----------------------------------------------------------------------·························-------------------------------
---··--·-······································--·--------------------------------------····························--·-----------------------

·--------------············································--------------------------------··-································------------------..................................................................................................... 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

MW Hemingway 
Hall. Kevin rsos1 

Date: 
Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:20:55 PM 

(And FWIW 20 or so states allow pre-registration by 17 year-olds --other voting expetis have 
told me that it's usually not factored into analyses because it doesn't usually make a significant 
impact. I could be persuaded otherwise, but again this would all be easier to soti if we just 
established the number of counties here.) 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:18PM MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> wrote: 
And you're ignoring the far more basic and upfront discrepancy! I'm asking you point-blank, 
what's the number of counties here? C'mon. I'm trying to help you out here! 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 3:59PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

You seem to be ignoring the rest of what I wrote regarding 17-year-olds and inactive 
voters. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~]l~~[!][_~]~ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, Febmary 4, 2020 2:55PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Thanks, but FYI some of what you're saying is possibly tendentious as well. FYI Judicial 
Watch is standing by it's count of eight counties -- they're saying the number of counties is 
5 according to the other data you guys are using, which they aren't relying on. They use 
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their own data which involves interpolating EAC data with the use of professional 
demographers-- both California and Kentucky settled federal lawsuits with them last year 
over excess voter registrations and no one disputed their numbers. 

Either way, I have one WaPo story saying only one county has more registrations than 
voters: 

https://www washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conservatives-push-false-claims
yoter-fraud-twitter-iowans-prepare-caucus/?itid=hp rhp-bignews3 yoter-fraud-
155pm%3Ahomepage%2Fstory-ans 

And another WaPo story saying it's five counties: 

https:Uwww washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/judicial-watchs-yoter-fraud-fear
mongering-finds-new-opponent -pro-voter-id-iowa -official/ 

And you guys have issued a press release where you're not actually specifying the number. 
Statting to see the problem here? 

And if you're a law and order GOP SoS, are we really going to die on the hill of 5 vs. 8 
here? Wouldn't one county with this problem be considered an issue you guys need to 
address? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 1:12PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

Mark, 

We're not commenting officially on this story any longer. Below is the release we put 
out yesterday. 

(For background, not attribution to me or our office, I'll add a few tidbits: 
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-JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're 
still using old population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. 
There are approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration 
or population data skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of 
time. These are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. 
totals greatly skews the numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have 
slightly more than the voting age population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican 
county in the entire state, and one of the top in the country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter 
registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a 
news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 
Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible 
voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows 
this information is false. 
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"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 
registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to 
do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have 
made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false 
claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation 
campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's 
website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 
Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 
claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from 
the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods 
they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~~_]~~[]1][~] 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy> 
Subject: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
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Kevin, 

I left a message already -- was hoping you could talk to me about the voter registration 
controversy? I fear the Post has made a hash of the story ... 

Thanks, 

Mark Hemingway 

RealClearPolitics 

202-321-2229 
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From: MW Hemingway 
Hall Kevin fSOSl To: 

Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:18:35 PM Date: 

And you're ignoring the far more basic and upfront discrepancy! I'm asking you point-blank, 
what's the number of counties here? C'mon. I'm trying to help you out here! 

On Tne, Feb 4, 2020 at 3:59PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

You seem to be ignoring the rest of what I wrote regarding 17-year-olds and inactive voters. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~~[~[~[~J~ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, Febmary 4, 2020 2:55 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Thanks, but FYI some of what you're saying is possibly tendentious as well. FYI Judicial 
Watch is standing by it's count of eight counties -- they're saying the number of counties is 5 
according to the other data you guys are using, which they aren't relying on. They use their 
own data which involves intetpolating EAC data with the use of professional demographers 
-- both California and Kentucky settled federal lawsuits with them last year over excess 
voter registrations and no one disputed their numbers. 

Either way, I have one WaPo story saying only one county has more registrations than 
voters: 
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conseryatiyes-push-false-claims
yoter-fraud-twitter-iowans-prepare-caucus/?itid=hp rhp-bignews3 yoter-fraud-
155pm%3Ahomepage%2Fstory-ans 

And another WaPo story saying it's five counties: 

https://www washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/judicial-watchs-voter-fraud-fear
mongering-finds-new-opponent-pro-voter-id-iowa-official/ 

And you guys have issued a press release where you're not actually specifying the number. 
Statiing to see the problem here? 

And if you're a law and order GOP SoS, are we really going to die on the hill of5 vs. 8 
here? Wouldn't one county with this problem be considered an issue you guys need to 
address? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 1:12PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa gov> wrote: 

Mark, 

We're not commenting officially on this story any longer. Below is the release we put out 
yesterday. 

(For background, not attribution to me or our office, I'll add a few tidbits: 

-JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still 
using old population data. 
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-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. 
There are approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or 
population data skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of 
time. These are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. 
totals greatly skews the numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have 
slightly more than the voting age population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county 
in the entire state, and one of the top in the country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

OFFICE OF THE lOW A SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT:·Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regat·ding Iowa voter 
registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a 
news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 
Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible 
voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows 
this information is false. 

"It's unfmtunate this organization·continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 
registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do 
this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have 
made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims 
erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation campaign 
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immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's 
website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 
Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 
claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from 
the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they 
use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office of iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

[~l~~[lR-][]0[!!] 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin,Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Kevin, 
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I left a message already-- was hoping you could talk to me about the voter registration 
controversy? I fear the Post has made a hash of the story ... 

Thanks, 

Mark Hemingway 

RealClearPolitics 

202-321-2229 

, .................................................................................................................................................... ,. 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

MW Hemingway 
Hall. Keyin [5051 
Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:55:10 PM 
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Thanks, bnt FYI some of what you're saying is possibly tendentious as well. FYI Judicial 
Watch is standing by it's count of eight counties -- they're saying the number of counties is 5 
according to the other data you guys are using, which they aren't relying on. They use their 
own data which involves interpolating EAC data with the use of professional demographers -
both California and Kentucky settled federal lawsuits with them last year over excess voter 
registrations and no one disputed their numbers. 

Either way, I have one WaPo story saying only one county has more registrations than voters: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conservatives-push-false-clahns-voter
fraud-twitter-iowans-prepare-caucus/?itid=hp rhp-bignews3 yoter-fraud-
155pm%3Ahomepage%2Fstory-ans 

And another WaPo story saying it's five counties: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/judicial"watchs-yoter-fraud-fear
mongering-finds-new-opponent-pro-voter-id-iowa-official/ 

And you gnys have issued a press release where you're not actually specifying the number. 
Starting to see the problem here? 

And if you're a law and order GOP SoS, are we really going to die on the hill of 5 vs. 8 here? 
Wouldn't one county with this problem be considered an issue you gnys need to address? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at I: 12 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Mark, 

We're not commenting officially on this story any longer. Below is the release we put out 
yesterday. 

(For background, not attribution to me or our office, I'll add a few tidbits: 

-JW admitted they used old data. 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still 
using old population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. 
There are approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or 
population data skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. 
These are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals 
greatly skews the numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly 
more than the voting age population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the 
entire state, and one of the top in the country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news 
release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch 
claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter 
population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this 
information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do 
this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made 
similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode 
voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation campaign immediately 
and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. 
They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in 
their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims 
about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. 
Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they 
use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ll~lm~Dif 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 I 0:03 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos iowa. goy> 
Subject: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
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Kevin, 

I left a message already -- was hoping you could talk to me about the voter registration 
controversy? I fear the Post has made a hash of the story ... 

Thanks, 

Mark Hemingway 

RealClearPolitics 

202-321-2229 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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Subject: 
Date: 
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Hall Kevin [$051 
MW Hemingway 
RE: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:34:00 PM 
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Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most current 

data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most 

conservative county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 

and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 

and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is 

the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa. goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 

11f:1fmSDtJ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:18 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

And you're ignoring the far more basic and upfront discrepancy! I'm asking you point-blank, what's 

the number of counties here? C'mon. I'm trying to help you out here! 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 3:59PM Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

You seem to be ignoring the rest of what I wrote regarding 17-year-olds and inactive voters. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
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(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~~~~00~ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:55 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Thanks, but FYI some of what you're saying is possibly tendentious as well. FYI Judicial Watch is 

standing by it's count of eight counties-- they're saying the number of counties is 5 according to 

the other data you guys are using, which they aren't relying on. They use their own data which 

involves interpolating EAC data with the use of professional demographers-- both California and 

Kentucky settled federal lawsuits with them last year over excess voter registrations and no one 

disputed their numbers. 

Either way, I have one WaPo story saying only one county has more registrations than voters: 

.https ://www. washington post.com /pol itics/2 020/02/03 /conservatives-push-false-cia i ms-voter

.fra11 d-twitter -iowa ns-prepa re-ca UC\ 1s/?itid=h p_rh p-bignews3 _yoter-fraud

.155pm%3Ahomepage%2Fstory-ans 

And another WaPo story saying it's five counties: 

.https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/judicial-watchs-voter-fraud-fear

.mo n geri ng-fi nds-new-oppon ent -pro-voter -id-iowa-offici alI 

And you guys have issued a press release where you're not actually specifying the number. 

Starting to see the problem here? 

And if you're a law and order GOP SoS, are we really going to die on the hill of 5 vs. 8 here? 

Wouldn't one county with this problem be considered an issue you guys need to address? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 1:12PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Mark, 

We're not commenting officially on this story any longer. Below is the release we put out 

yesterday. 

(For background, not attribution to me or our office, I'll add a few tidbits: 
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-JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using 

old population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There 

are approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population 

data skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. 

These are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly 

skews the numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than 

the voting age population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and 

one of the top in the country {81% for Trump in 2016). 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

{515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official 

data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 

registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," 

Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar 

claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter 

confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit 

trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. 

They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in 

their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims 

about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S 
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Census Bllreau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use 

to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office of! ow a Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

[[(g] ]~]~~00[~ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 10:03 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Kevin, 

I left a message already-- was hoping you could talk to me about the voter registration 

controversy? I fear the Post has made a hash of the story ... 

Thanks, 

Mark Hemingway 

ReaiCiearPolitics 

202-321-2229 

!-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------···----------------------
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I : _______ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ___ _: 
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THANK YOU -You're the best,., simply the best! 

Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

hejdj burhans@sos jowa.goy 

SERVICE • PARTICIPATION • INTEGRITY 

From:~·~~···~l!l!l!l!lllll!l!~ 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 9:29AM 

To: Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

From: "Burhans, Heidi [SOS]" <Heidi Burhans@sos jowa.gov> 

Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 at 9:45AM To:•11111••••• Subject: FW: Iowa Caucuses- Face book Reporting Channel 

22.7(18) 

In case Kevin didn't get back to you last night looping you in. I thought below was good news, so 1 wanted to share a positive with you. 

Thanks II! Oh, and remember, SOS has nillhin..g_ to do with the caucuses-they are totally run by the parties *whew!* 
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Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Une 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

hejdl burhans@sos jowa goy 

SERVICE · PARTICIPATION · INTEGRITY 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyjn.Hall®sos jowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:33PM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Heidi Burhans@sos iowa gov>; Widen, Molly [SOS] 
<Molly Hammer®sos jowa gov>; 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Pau!.Pate@sos.jowa.gov> 

Subject: Fwd: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Face book at least doing something. 

Get Outlook for jOS 

From: 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:11:21 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyjn Ha!!@sos jowa goy>; Aleksander, Kristina [SOS] <Krjstjoa Aleksander@sos jowa gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

·--··--------·---------------- ---------------
From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Keyjn Hall@sos jowa goy> 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:19PM 

To: "Aieksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Kristjna.Aieksander@sos iowa gov> 

Subject: RE: Iowa Caucuses- Face book Reporting Channel -We've been playing whack-a-mole with this false story all day. Is there anything you can do to help: 

https·//www face book com/!tJdiciaiWatch/posts/1 0157582364851943? 

xts !Ol-68 ARCtJ80fseWOrJ9BAol Jc 1fl f9Yxh 161 gZnO!xgR8BzREBw6jgH MyYkEfO lJOJ9zBo1pPEaScgWq06yAs9CsPjj0tJCGG

jGKNk9NOobpAeaarvWvl K4SgvFM6mq2270019cP915D3tdk9kt88IkYMOe8GDb-

OStJAilJDrUdUYXAjPRWDamcV81 w3Tm3vgjpep005 pvN274-

5yqyBamYX3AchwplrT4tlJEhd9XISdMEOOadpSTDKjl Cdv8xsSesbc87AZWNkffrAdOT-

M5xg1lDAVlJ bf75qfxl S q3b1lhEK alciJYHPil wRo9DjwyfilJWjyl 07 sk\JBIZctAEZw& to --R 
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We've told them is fake. They have it PINNED to the top oftheir page. 

Here's our rebuttal: https://sos jowa.€'ov/news/2020 02 02 html 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyjn Hall@sos iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11~fflUIJD~ 

From:.~~·~.-•111!111!~~~1!1. ... 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 3:51 PM 

To: Aleksander, Kristina [SOS] <Kristina Aleksander@sos.jowa.gov> 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyjn Hal!®sos iowa goy> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2020 at 10:19 AM 

To: "Aieksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Kristjoa.Aieksaoder@sos.iowa gov> 

Subject: Iowa Caucuses Touching Base 

-
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From; 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Burhans Hejdj ISQSJ 

Hall Kt>yjEJ ISOSJ; Bo<;<; Mjchael ISOSJ: •Wli;jd[Oen!l.J>JM!!lJoi!Yiy.[<ISQS""'ll····· 
pgte paul rsosJ -

Re: Iowa Caw:uses- Facebook Reporting Channel 
Monday, February 3, 2020 9:48:18 PM 
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Wonderful, Very encouraging! 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:33:26 PM 

22.7(18) 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly {SOS] 

<Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov>;·············· 
Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS} <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Fwd: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Facebook at least doing something. 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOSr' <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:19 PM 

"Aieksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Kristina.Aieksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: Iowa Caucuses- Face book Reporting Channel 

-
We've been playing whack-a-molewith this false story a \I day. Js there anything you can do to help: 

btt ps: l!www .face book. com I J t 1 d j cia !Watch /posts /10157 582 3 648 51943 7 

xts [Ol-68.ARCu80fseWOrJ98Aol ltJfl f9Yxh 151gZn0JxgR8BzREBw6jgHMyVkEIDUOT9zBo1pPEaScgWqOfi¥As9CsPjjOt JCGG

jGKNk9NOobpAeaaryWviK4SgyEM6mq2270019cP9./SQ3tdk9kt88IkYMOe8GQb-

OStJATt mrl Jdl JYXAjPRWDamc:\18! w3Tm3ygjPepD05-pyN274-

5yovBamYX3AchwplrT4tUFhd9XISdMEOOadpSTDKjLCdv8xsSeshc8ZAZWNkEErAdOT-

MSxg11DAVl J bf7SczFxLS q3bllhEK gJcUYHPjlwBo9Djwy6UWjvLOZ skUBI2ctAEZw& to --R 
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We've told them is fake. They have it PINNED to the top of their page. 

Here's our rebuttal: https·//sos jowa gov/news/2020 02 02 html 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyjn Hall@sos jowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

rn:umlja~ 

From:lllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 3:51 PM 

To: Aleksander, Kristina [SOSJ <Kristina.Aieksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Hall, Kevin (SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Face book Reporting Channel 

From: 
Date: Sunday, February 2, 2020 at 10:19 AM 

To: "A!eksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Krjstjng Aleksander@sos.jowa gov> 

Subject: Iowa Caucuses Touching Base 

-

---------
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: lmageOOJ pog 
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On Feb 3, 2020, at 7:57PM, Hal~ Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Thank you! They have new posts up, doubling down on the false claims. 

Get Outlook for jOS 

From: 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:11:21 PM 

To: Ha!l, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; Aleksander, Kristina [SOS] <Kristina.Aieksander@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

From: "Hall, Kevin [50S]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:19 PM 

To: "Aieksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Kristina.Aieksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel -We've been playing whack-a-mole with this false story a11 day. Is there anything you can do to help: 

bllps· Uwww facebook com/!1 JdicjaiWatch/posts!J 0157582364851943? 

xts [01-68 ARCJJ80fseWOrT9BAol J 1 1fl f9Yxh 161 gZnD!xgR8Bz RERw6jgH MyVkFfOl JOI9zRq1 pPEaSceWq06yAs9CsPjj0JJCGG

jGKNk9NOpbpAeaarvWvi)(4SgyEM6mq2270019cP9 !503tdk9kt88IkVMOe8GDb-

DSI!AJI!D rt Jdl JYXAjPRWOamcV81 w3Tm3vgl Pep005-pvN274-

SvoyBqmVX3AchwplrT4tl Jfhd9Xl$dMEOOadpSIQKjLCdv8xsSeshr8ZAZWNkEErAdOT-

MSxg11DAVlJ bf75czExiS q3bllbEK alclJyHpjlwBo9Qlwy6lJWjylOZ sklJB12ctAE?w& to --R 

We've told them is fake. They have it PINNEO to the top of their page. 

Here's our rebuttal: ht.tps·//sos jowa gov/oews/2020 02 02 html 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin HaJI@sos iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From:llllllll~llllll~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 3:51 PM 

To: Aleksander, Kristina [SOS] <Kristina.Aieksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

From: 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2020 at 10:19 AM 

To: "Aieksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Krjstjna Aleksaoder@sos jgwa goy> 

Subject: Iowa Caucuses Touching Base 

--

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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Date: 
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Thank you! They have new posts up, doubling down on the false claims. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:11:21 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; Aleksander, Kristina [SOS] <Kristina.Aieksander@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Face book Reporting Channel 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOSJ" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:19PM 

22.7(18) 

"Aieksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Kristina.A!eksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

-
We've been playing whack-a-mole with this false story all day. Is there anything you can do to help: 

httos·//www facebqok com/ltJdjdaiWatch/posts/1 01575823648519437 

xts [01-68 ARCtJ8QfseWOrJ9BAqlltlfl f9Yxh IQ1gZnOixgR8BzREBw6jgHMyVkEfOI JOJ9zBq1 pPEaScgWq06yAs9Cspjj0tJCGG 

iGKNk9NQobpAeaarvWvlK4SgvEM6mg2270019cP9JSD3tdk9kt88TkYMOe8GDb 

OSt 1Aiunrl Jd l lYXAjpRWOamcV81 w3Tm3vgjPepQOS-pvN27 4-

SyovBamYX3AchwplrJ4tUFhd9XISdMEOOadp$TDKjLCdv8xsSeshc8ZAZWNkEErAdOT-

M5xg11DAVll bf?SczFxl S q3b1 !hEK a lcl JYHPil wBq9Djwy6\ JWivl OZ ski JBI2ctAEZw& to --R 

We've told them is fake. They have it PINNED to the top of their page. 

Here's our rebuttal: hllps·//sos jpwa goy/oews/2020 02 02 html 

Kevin Hall 
Conununications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos jowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11CimtljiJI~ 
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From:llllllllllll~ll~lllllllllll 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 3:51 PM 

To: Aleksander, Kristina [SOS] <Kristina.Aieksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2020 at 10:19 AM 

To: "Aieksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Kristjna.Aieksander@sos jowg.gov> 

Subject: Iowa Caucuses Touching Base 

-

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Monday, February 3, 2020 6:37:02 PM Date: 
Attachments: !mage001 poa 

Good! 

lmaneQQ? QM 
hnageOOJ poo 
!mage004 poa 
!mage005 poq 
jrnage006 p® 

Sent from my iPhone 

On lleb 3, 2020, at 7:33 PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Facebook at least doing something. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:11:21 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin {505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; Aleksander, Kristina [SOS] <Kristina.Aleksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:19 PM 

22.7(18) 

To: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb.com>, "Aleksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Kristina.Aieksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel -We've been playing whack-a-mole with this false story all day. Is there onything you can do to help: 

https·//www face book com//!Jdicia/Watch/posts/1 01 575823648 519437 

xts [01-68 ARCtJ80fseWOrT9BAol !1 1fl f9YxhJ61 gZnO]xgRSBz REBw6jgHMvVkEfQl JQT9zBolppFaScgWq06yAs9CspjjO! !CGG

jGKNk9NOobpAeaarvWviK4SgvEM6mq2270019cp91503tdk9kt88TkYMOe8GQb 

OSuAT!tnrlldl JYXAiPRWQamcVBI w3Tm3vgj£epD05-pyN274-

SyovBamYX3AchwplrT4tl JFhd9XTScjMEOOadp$TDKjlCdv8xsSesbc87AZWNkEErAdOT-

M5xg1 JDAVI J bf?SczExLS q3bllhEK a let JYHPil wBo90jwv6l JWjv] 07 skl JBI2ctAFZw& to --B 

We've told them is fake. They have it PINNED to the top of their page. 

Here's our rebuttal: https·l/sos iowa goy/news/2020 02 02 html 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kcyjn Hall@sos iowa gm' 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
<jmageOOJ png> 

<jmage002 pug> 

<jmage004 png> 

<itnage006 png> 

From:···~~··•lllllllll!llll•l 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 3:51 PM 
To: Aleksander, Kristina [50S] <Kristina.Aieksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

From: 
Date: Sunday, February 2, 2020 at 10:19 AM 

To: "Aleksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Kristjna.Aieksander@sos jowa.goy> 

Subject: Iowa Caucuses Touching Base 

--

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

• Alfksander Krj5!im fSOSJ 

Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 
Monday, February 3, 2020 6:11:37 PM 
!maqeOOI ong 
!mageQQ? o® 
jmaqeOQ3 png 
!mageOM onq 
jmaqe005 png 
!mage006 onq 

From: "Hal!, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin.Ha!l@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:19PM 

22.7(18) 

"Aiel<sander, Kristina [SOS]" <Kristina.Aiel<sander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel -We've been playing whack-a-mole with this false story all day. Is there anything you can do to help: 

htt ps: //www facebook.co mil udjd a l Watch /posts /10 15 75823 64851 943? 

xts [QJ-68 AROr80fseWOrJ9BAolltlf! f9Yxh 161 €:ZnO[xgR8BzREBw6jgHMyVkFIDl JOT9zBo1 pPEaScgWq06yAs9CspjjOt !CGG

jGKNk9NOobpAeaaryWy!K4SgyEM6mg2270Q19cp91503tdk9kt88TkYM0e8GDb-

OSuAJuorlldlJYXAjPRWDamcV8! w3Im3vgjPepOOS-pvN274 

SvovBamYX3Achwplri4tiJEhd9XISciMEQOadpSIDKiLCdv8xsSeshc8ZAZWNkEErAdOT-

MSxg11DAVLJ bf?SczExiS q3bJ!bEK altllYHPj[wBo9Djwy6\JWjylOZ sklJB[2ctAF7w& to --R 

We've told them is fake. They have it PINNED to the top of their page. 

Here's our rebuttal: https·//sos jowa goy/news/2020 02 02 btml 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iOWJ goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ru:nmlja~ 

From:llllllllllll~llllll~~~~~~~ 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 3:51PM 

To: A!eksander, Kristina [SOS] <Kristina.Aleksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Ha!l, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hal!@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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-
From: 
Date: Sunday, February 2, 2020 at 10:19 AM 

To: "Aieksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Kristjna.Aleksander@sos jowa.goy> 

Subject: Iowa Caucuses Touching Base 

-

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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,~, 

T<>• 
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Atla<hme""' -
''dmW l<rldfn•ISQ$1 

~, ... f«<boo>kR<porlif>!lO.annd 
W.On«doy,~ryS,11l2011•47:S7/I.M -

1!.7(18) 

Thanks for including me In all the emalls tile past few days, and coordinating with Kevin on the false info Issue. I've been out sick with the flu the past few days, but will be more respomlve from now on. 

Krl> Aleksander 
Communications Specialist 
Office of Iowa S&retaryofStale Paul D. Palo 
(515) 281-7041 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOSj <Kevln.Hall@sos.iowa.goV> 
Cc: Alelo:sander, Kristina (SOS] <Kristina.Aieksander@sos.lowa.gov-> 
Subject: Re: lowo Caucuses. Facebook Reporllng Channel 

= 
From: 
Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 7:59PM 
To: "Hall, Kevin (SOS]" <Key]o llall®w> iowa goy> 

Cc: "Aieksander, Kristina (SOS]" <Kriltina Aleksander®>o> jmya cov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Glucmes- Face book Reporting Channel 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 7:57PM, Hall, Kevin jSOS] <Kevin Haii@<,Q< Iowa gop wrote: 

Tllankyoul They have new posts up, doubling down on the false clalrm. 

From: 
Sent: Monday, Februa1y 3, 2020 6:11:21 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin (SOS] <Kcyln Hall@soslnwa gov>; Al~ksander, Kristina ]SOS] <!Wil.l.llil..Ale.b;mder@wl jowa£0¥> 
Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses· Face book Reporting Channel .. ________________________ _ 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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• 
From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]"<fs'eyjn HaU@sqs jow1 eov 
Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:19PM 

To; , "AieksondN, Kristina [SOS]" <Kristina A!ebander®sps jnwa gmr> 

Subject: RE: Iowa Caucuses face book Reporting Channel -We've b~en playing whack·a-mo!e with this false story all day. Is there anything you can do to help: hUp,s·//www facebook com/hidlclaiWatchlpmts/JOJ 575823648519437 

J).s_lOl=li!UillC!!BOfseWQrJ9BAollufi f9'(xh161uZoO!xgRBB7RfBw@iliM~Ol !illQ78Ql pPFaSceWn06yA$9CsPjjOo tCGG

!GkNk9NOobp/\eaarvWyiK4SrvEM6mn2270019cp9!5D3tdk9kt88nVMOeBGDb-OS!j@mdld\IVXA!~~Q005-pvN274-

SVQyRamYX3i\cbwpjrT4t! !Ehd9XJSrjMfOOadlliiD.KJI CclyBxsSeshcBzA?WNkFFrAdOT-
MSxeliDAVll bf75c1\;xl 5 q3bllhf:K a lc!IYHPH wllq9Djwv6!JW!vt 07 ski IB!2ctAEZw& to -B 

We've told them is f~ke. They have it PINNED to the top of their p~ge, 

Here's our r.:.buttal: bttps-1/sm low pgy/news/20?0 m 02 btrnl 

Kevin llall 
Communicutions Director 
Office oflowa Secreta.)' of State Paul D. Pate 
(515)725-2942 
Kerin Ho!ll(j'sm jmp gM 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 
<jmageOOJ pnp 

<jmnge002 poe> 

<jmogefKU png> 

<lmogc004nng> 

Sm"rc005 pug> 

• From:~i!lll!il!iii!l!!ll!iii!ii!l!!ii __ _ 
Date: sunday, February 2, 2020 at 10;19 AM 
To: "lllek.sander, Kristina [SOS]" <Krist!m Alek<emder®sp< iowa goY> 

Subject: Iowa Caucuses Touching Base 

-

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall Kevin rsos1 
Ross Michael rsos1; Burhans Heidi rsoSJ; Widen Molly rsosJ 
Pate Paul [5051 
RE: Judicial Watch press release 
Monday, February 3, 2020 11:20:00 AM 
jmage009.png 
imageOlO.png 
imageOll.png 
image012.png 
image013.png 
lmage014.png 
lmage002.png 

Jamie Dupree "'"' 
@jarniedupree 

The newest figures (released today) 
by the Iowa Secretary of State have 
much lower voter registration 
numbers than charged by Judicial 
Watch. 

sos.iowa.gov/elections/pdf/ ... 
twitter.com/TomFitton/stat. .. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

n~rmsaeB 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:54 AM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] 

<Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Judicial Watch press release 

Importance: High 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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https://www.judicialwatch.org/press-releases/judicial-watch-eight·iowa-counties-have-total· 

registration-rates-larger -than-eligible-voter -popu I ati on-at ·least· 1 8658-extra-na m es-on-iowa·voti ng· 

rolls-2/?utm source~facebook&utm medium~social&utm campaign~press release&fbclid~lwAR2· 

GoPmNzfD1jYdPCZ8TEpOrr0fPXD B9jkHmOyKPnbmvnHz75c BjoiAO 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11r:JfmeiD~ 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Widen Molly [SOSJ 
Hall Kevin fSOSJ 

Burhans Heidi [SQS) 

Date: 
RE: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 
Monday, February 3, 2020 3:02:25 PM 

Attachments: imaqeOOLpng 
jmageOOZ png 
!mageOOJ png 
image004.png 
lmageOOS.png 
jmaqe006 png 

Iowa Code §48A.30 covers the reasons why a voter's registration may be cancelled. 

A voter can move directly from active to cancelled for the following reasons: 

1. The registered voter dies. 

2. The registered voter registers to vote in another jurisdiction, and the County Auditor {typically via the SoS) 

receives notice of the registration from the registration official in the other jurisdiction. 

3. The registered voter requires the cancellation in writing. 

4. A verified felony conviction. 

5. The registered voter is adjudged mentally incompetent to vote. 

6. The registered voter declares that they are not a United States citizen on a jury form. 

A voter moves from active to inactive for the following reasons: 

If one of the following mailings is sent and it is returned as undeliverable by the post office, the voter's status must be 

changed to "Inactive": 

• Voter registration acknowledgement mailing 

• NCOA card 

• No Activity in 4 Years card 

• Countywide mailing postcard for counties that do not use NCOA 

• Absentee Ballot 

"Inactive" status also includes the following: 

• Voters who have been identified in the NCOA process as having moved outside the county. 

• Voters who are mailed an NCOA, a countywide mailing, or a No Activity notice and a third party responds to the 

notice indicating the voter does not live at that address anymore. This is the only time you can take action on 

a voter's record based on a third party notice. 

• Voters identified by county registrars during the multi-state match process as having more recent voter 

registration activity in another state. 

Molly M. Widen 
Legal Counsel 
Office of the Iowa Secretary of State 
Office: (515) 281-5864 
Mobile: (515) 210-4634 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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Email: molly widen@sos iowa gov 

From: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:43 PM 

To: Widen, Molly [505] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

Can you help with this one please? 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Dh·ector 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11t:31mtEDml 

From: ptads <ptads@tcaexpress.net> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:41PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyjn.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

What ways are inactive voters removed from the list? 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 1:35PM, Hall, Kevin [505] wrote: 

Here are the November 2016 numbers by 

county: https://sos.iowa.gov/elections/pdf/VR5tatsArchive/2016/CoNov16.pdf 

An inactive voter is one who has not voted in at least two consecutive general elections and failed to 

respond to official mailings. Usually, these are people who have moved. The active voter registration 

totals are more accurate. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
<imageOO 1 png> <image002 png> <image003 png> <image004 png> <imagcOOS png> <image006 png> 

From: ptads <gtads@tcaexpress.net> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:14PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hal\@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

Forgive me again, please. I am looking at the 2016 November numbers. How does the SoS office define 

active vs. inactive voter and how to you get that information? 

Thanks again. 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 12:29 PM, Hall, Kevin [505] wrote: 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news 

release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch 

claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter 

population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this 

information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 

registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do 

this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made 
similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode 

voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation campaign immediately 
and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publjclv available on the Secretary of State's website. 

They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in 

their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 
claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from 
the U S Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they 
use to provide dean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kcvin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
<imageOOJ .png> <image002.png> <image003.pne> <image004.png> <image005.pne> <image006.png> 
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From: Sievers. Mike rsos1 
To: Hall Kevjn fSOSl; SOS-II Help Desk 
Subject: 
Date: 

RE: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 
Monday, February 3, 2020 1:59:38 PM 

Attachments: 

This is posted. 

image001.ong 
image002.png 
image003.png 
image004.png 
imageOOS.png 
image006.png 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:41PM 

To: SOS-IT Help Desk <helpdesk@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

Can we get this posted ASAP? 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11CfmtijDlf 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:32 PM 

Subject: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voterS. 11 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iowa. goy 

### 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

nlllmSDI! 
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From: Hall Kevjo [SQSJ 

To: ~ 
Subject: 
Date: 

RE: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

Monday, February 3, 2020 1:35:00 PM 
Attachments: !mage001 ROO 

image002 pog 
image003.png 
jmage004 png 
lmaqe005 pno 
imaqe006 png 

Here are the November 2016 numbers by county: 

https:llsos.iowa.govlelectionslpdf/VRStatsArchive/2016/CoNov16.pdf 

An inactive voter is one who has not voted in at least two consecutive general elections and failed to respond 

to official mailings. Usually, these are people who have moved. The active voter registration totals are more 

accurate. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11l"JmlljD~ 

From: ptads <ptads@tcaexpress.net> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:14PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

Forgive me again, please. I am looking at the 2016 November numbers. How does the SoS office define active 

vs. inactive voter and how to you get that information 7 

Thanks again. 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 12:29 PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] wrote: 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OFTHE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D. C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

111t's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 
registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," 

Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar 

claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter 

confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit 

trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They 

are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census 

Bttreau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 

### 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
<imageOOl.png> <image002.png> <image003.png> <image004.png> <image005.png> <image006.png> 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall. Kevjn fSOSl 
Marks Joseoh 
RE: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 
Monday, February 3, 2020 1:32:00 PM 
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lmage002.png 
lmage003.png 
lmage004.png 
lmageOOS.png 
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Nothing like that planned as of now. Important to remember the political parties run the caucuses. 

They are not official State of Iowa elections. Will let you guys know if anything else pops up. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

111':1! lr"'Jl nil!! • ... , a~ lint U U.U IJIJ ~ 

From: Marks, Joseph <Joseph.Marks@washpost.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:50 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

Hi Kevin, 

Nice meeting you in person on Thursday! Here's the story ICYMI. Do you know yet about plans 

to report out any issues during the caucuses tonight? Is Secretary Pate planning on putting out 

a statement or doing a call if there are/ aren't issues? 

Thanks, 

Joe 

Joseph Marks 

Staff Writer, Washington Post 

(Cybersecurity 202 newsletter author, subscribe here) 

(202) 334-6431 (desk) 

(202) 664-7910 (cell) 

Josepb.marks@washpost.com 

@Joseph_ Marks_ 
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(I typically work Sunday to Thursday. If you email me on Friday, I'll likely get back to you 

Monday). 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:32PM 

Subject: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available [sos.iowa.gov] on the Secretary of State's 

website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show [sos.iowa.govl that the ones claimed by 

Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau 

[census govl. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

### 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

I'Jrfacebook.coml eJ ftwitter.coml HfJ flinkedin.coml 
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From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:28 PM 
Subject: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
CONTAU: Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

22.7(18) 

DES MOINES- A Washington D. C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 
regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 
registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 
compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 
and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 
said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 
regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 
should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 
voters.~~ 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are p!lblicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 
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updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 

### 

SERVICE ·PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 

nr:nme~al! 

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use 
by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that 
any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly 
prohibited and may be unlawfuL 

This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by 
Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more 
useful place for your human generated data. Specializing in; Security, archiving and compliance. To find out 
more Click Here. 
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From: "Burhans, Heidi [SOS]" <Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 2:04PM 

To: 

Subject: FW: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter 

registration 

Here's what we're dealing with in social media today: 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02103/conservatives-push-false-claims-voter-fraud-twitter
iowans-prepare-caucus/. 

See our press release below. At least WaPo called us for comment and actually listened. 

Heidi L Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 
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515.250.7021 Mobile 

heidi.burhans@sos. iowa .gov 

SERVICE · PARTICIPATION · INTEGRITY 

sos.iowa.gov 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:28 PM 

Subject: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters.11 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 
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provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 

### 

SERVICE o PARTICIPATION o INTEGRITY 

11r:lf!fR~a~tt 
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Hi Kevin, 

Nice meeting you in person on Thursday! Here's the story ICYMI. Do you know yet about plans 

to report out any issues during the caucuses tonight? Is Secretary Pate planning on putting out 

a statement or doing a call if there are/ aren't issues? 

Thanks, 

Joe 

Joseph Marks 

Staff Writer, Washington Post 

(Cybersecurity 202 newsletter author, subscribe~) 

(202) 334-6431 (desk) 

(202) 664-7910 (cell) 

Joseph.marks@washpost.com 

@Joseph_Marks_ 

(I typically work Sunday to Thursday. If you email me on Friday, l'lllikely get back to you 

Monday). 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:32 PM 

Subject: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

I CAUTION: EXTERNAL SENDER j 
~. --~-------------------------

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 
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DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available [sos.iowa.gQlL[ on the Secretary of State's 

website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show [sos.iowa.gov! that the ones claimed by 

Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau 

fcensus.goy!. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 

### 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

li [facebook.coml rll'l [twitter. com) 1m 
jlinkedin.coml lj [instagram.coml a [youtube.com] 

1-' [goo.giJ 
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Iowa Code §48A.30 covers the reasons why a voter's registration may be cancelled. 

A voter can move directly from active to cancelled for the following reasons: 

1. The registered voter dies. 

2. The registered voter registers to vote in another jurisdiction, and the County Auditor (typically via the SoS) 

receives notice of the registration from the registration official in the other jurisdiction. 

3. The registered voter requires the cancellation in writing. 

4. A verified felony conviction. 

5. The registered voter is adjudged mentally incompetent to vote. 

6. The registered voter declares that they are not a United States citizen on a jury form. 

A voter moves from active to inactive for the following reasons: 

If one of the following mailings is sent and it is returned as undeliverable by the post office, the voter's status must be 

changed to "Inactive": 

• Voter registration acknowledgement mailing 

• NCOA card 

• No Activity in 4 Years card 

• Countywide mailing postcard for counties that do not use NCOA 

• Absentee Ballot 

"Inactive" status also includes the following: 

• Voters who have been identified in the NCOA process as having moved outside the county. 

• Voters who are mailed an NCOA, a countywide mailing, or a No Activity notice and a third party responds to the 

notice indicating the voter does not live at that address anymore. This is the only time you can take action on a 

voter's record based on a third party notice. 

• Voters identified by county registrars during the multi-state match process as having more recent voter 

registration activity in another state. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: ptads <ptads@tcaexpress.net> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:41PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

What ways are inactive voters removed from the list? 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 1:35PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] wrote: 

Here are the November 2016 numbers by 

county: https · 1/sos. jowa . gov I e I ect ions/pdf iVRStatsArch i ve/20 16/ CoN ov16. pdf 

An inactive voter is one who has not voted in at least two consecutive general elections and failed to 

respond to official mailings. Usually, these are people who have moved. The active voter registration 

totals are more accurate. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretaty of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
<image001 png> <jmage002 png> <image003 pug> <imagc004 png> <irnage005 pug> <irnage006 pug> 

From: ptads <ptads@tcaexpress.net> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:14PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevjo Ha!l@sos iowa gov> 

Subject: Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

Forgive me again, please.! am looking at the 2016 November numbers. How does the SoS office define 

active vs. inactive voter and how to you get that information? 

Thanks again. 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 12:29 PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] wrote: 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515]725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news 
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release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch 

claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter 

population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this 

information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 

registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do 

this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made 

similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode 

voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation campaign immediately 

and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. 

They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in 

their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 

claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from 

the U S Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they 

use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iov·/a goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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Does Secretary Pate want to say any more about how dangerous this is? The false tweets have 

more than 100,000 interactions. And the platform seems to be letting them be. His 

perspective would be much appreciated. 

From: Stanley-Becker, Isaac <lsaac.Stanley-Becker@washpost.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:04 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Responding to you call 

Many thanks. 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:02 AM 

To: Stanley-Becker, Isaac <lsaac.Stanley-Becker@washpost.com> 

Subject: Responding to you call 

!cAUTION: EXTERNAL SENDER 

Isaac, 

Regarding the Twitter post: 

This is a false claim. The actual data is available on the Secretary of State's website for anyone to 

see. It's broken down by county and updated every month. Here is the direct link: 

bttps://sos iowa.gov/elections/voterreg/county.html [sos.iowa.gov] 

Secretary Pate has responded directly to this Twitter post as well. 

Let me know if you need more info. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11 [facebook.com] rl [twitter. com] 1m 
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From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:02 AM 

To: Stanley-Becker, Isaac <lsaac.Stanley-Becker@washpost.com> 

Subject: Responding to you call 

I cAUTION: EXTERNAL SENDER 

Isaac, 

Regarding the Twitter post: 

This is a false claim. The actual data is available on the Secretary of State's website for anyone to 

see. It's broken down by county and updated every month. Here is the direct link: 

https :/lsos .iowa. gov/el ections/voterreg/cou nty. html [sos. iowa. gov] 

Secretary Pate has responded directly to this Twitter post as well. 

Let me know if you need more info. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos. iowa. gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

n [facebook.coml ,, [twitter. com] 1m 
[linkedin.coml. [instagram.com] a [youtube.com] 
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Hey Kevin, might you be able to give me a quick call at 773-480-2423? Many thanks. 

From: Stanley-Becker, Isaac <lsaac.Stanley-Becker@washpost.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:22 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Responding to you call 

Does Secretary Pate want to say any more about how dangerous this is? The false tweets have 

more than 100,000 interactions. And the platform seems to be letting them be. His 

perspective would be much appreciated. 

From: Stanley-Becker, Isaac <lsaac.Stanley-Becker@washpost.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:04 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Responding to you call 

Many thanks. 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:02 AM 

To: Stanley-Becker, Isaac <lsaac.Stanley-Becker@washpost.com> 

Subject: Responding to you call 

!cAUTION: EXTERNAL SENDER 

Isaac, 

Regarding the Twitter post: 

This is a false claim. The actual data is available on the Secretary of State's website for anyone to 

see. It's broken down by county and updated every month. Here is the direct link: 

https://sos. iowa. gov I elections/vote rreg/cou nty. html fsos. iowa. gov J 

Secretary Pate has responded directly to this Twitter post as well. 

Let me know if you need more info. 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

n [facebook.com] rJ [twitter com]lfn 
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I'm following the social media channels for this sort of thing as it relates to Iowa elections. It's 

important to remember the Iowa Caucuses are run by the political parties. They are not official State 

of Iowa elections. 

Twitter, Facebook and Google have been helpful in partnering with secretaries of state on the NASS' 

#Trustedlnfo2020 initiative. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ncrm••~ 

From: Emily Birnbaum <ebirnbaum@thehill.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:45 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: The Hill newspaper inquiry- Countering Iowa caucus-related misinformation? 

Thanks, Kevin. For my reporting: do you have anyone monitoring for this kind of social media 

misinformation in your office? 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 1:33PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 
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registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 

registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," 

Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar 

claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter 

confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit 

trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They 

are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the l J.S. Census 

Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos. iowa. gov 

### 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

n~~m•a~ 

From: Emily Birnbaum <ebirnbaum@thehill.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:31 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: The Hill newspaper inquiry- Countering Iowa caucus-related misinformation? 

Hi Kevin, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name is Emily Birnbaum and I'm a tech policy reporter with 

The Hill newspaper. 

I'm working on an article right now about social media misinformation around the Iowa caucus. 

And I'm wondering what the Iowa secretary of state's office is doing to counter any viral 
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falsehoods and conspiracy theories bubbling up online. 

Is anyone with the secretary of state's office available to chat sometime today or tomorrow about 

your approach, the challenges you're facing and what you're seeing on the platforms? 

I know this is a crazy time, to say the least. But if you're able to make someone available or share a 

statement about what you're doing to counter misinformation, I'd appreciate it immensely. 

Thanks so much for any input you could provide! My number is 301-525-4563 if that's any easier. 

Emily Birnbaum 
The Hill, Technology Policy Reporter 
c: 301-525-4563 
ebirnbanm@thehill.com 

~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------················--------------------------------------

Emily Birnbaum 
The Hill, Technology Policy Reporter 
c: 301-525-4563 
ebirnbaum@tbehill.com 

~~~~?~::-~~-~~-!~~!~~-~~-@~!~~~~-~~=~----··············----------------··············-------------··-·············------------··········-
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall Kevin rsosJ 
Petr Svab 
RE: Voter registration -update 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:53:00 PM 
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https :!/data .ce nsus.gov/cedsci/ta ble? 

q=lyon%20county%20iowa&g=0500000US19119&tid=ACSDP5Y2018.DP05 

This chart shows higher population in all 8 counties, and significantly higher in Dallas and Johnson. In 

fact, Dallas Co. is the fastest growing county in the Midwest: https://www.census.gov/search

results html?searchType-web&cssp-SERP&q-jowa%20population 

Kevin Hall 
Cmmnunications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

D[JfmeiDI! 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:43 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

What is the most current Census data? This? https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial

census/about/voting-rights/cvap 2020.html For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 

Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 2018 and 

2019: https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/IAIPSI045218 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35PM Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most current 

data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 

county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 

and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa and 

federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is the 

final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11CfmSDe! 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab®epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 1:48 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall®sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

-Could you please point me to the population data 505 is using? 

-5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent of Iowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 

- How long does 505 need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider 505 data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used the 

EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in court. I mistakenly said the 

EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data 505 

released in 2017. What data 505 provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

-The fact that JW used the 100 percent as a threshold seems arbitrary since their point is they try 

to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. 505 numbers 

indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 

population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 

approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 

skews their numbers. 
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Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 

are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 

numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 

population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in 

the country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

Kevin Hall 
Connnunications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 

DCmltijlll!f 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtjmes nyc> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11:18 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS) <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Voter registration- update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https:/lwww.theepochtimes.com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to 

them: 

1) Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 

EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 

Secretary data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 

month with the highest number that year. 

https:/lpublic.tableau.com/profile/u.s.election.assistance.commission#!/vizhome/EAVS2018DataViz

Labeld _11 25/EACDataViz Tool 

https :/lsos. iowa .gov /elections/vote rreg/cou nty. htm I 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 

last year: https://www.census.gov/programs srrrveys/decennial-census/about/voting

rrights/cvap.2019. html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial

ce nsus/aboutlvotj ng-rights/cvap. 202 0. htm I 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8). based on the EAC 

data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to 
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do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have February 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 

underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data 

by 0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters- JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 

maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about 104.6 percent and 

the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 

Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 

percent: https:l/www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/voting-and-registration/p20-

583.html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 

National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+1917 362 2560 

petr.sva b@ epochti mes. nyc 
www theepochtjmes.com 
·----------------------------·········-----------··········---------········------------··········--------········----------········----------········· . . . . . . . . . . 

!-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··--------------------------------------------------------

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+1917 362 2560 

petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc 

www.theepochtimes.com 
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Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+1917 362 2560 

petr.svab@epochtimes.oyc 

www.theepochtimes.com 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Paul D. Pate 

Pate Paul fSOSl 
Hall Kevin fSOSl; Ross Michael fSOSJ; Burhans Heidi fSOSJ; Widen Molly [5051 
Re: Voter registration ~update 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 12:20:18 PM 
jmaqeOOl.png 
image002.png 
image003 PDQ 
image004 PDQ 
imageOOS.pnQ 
image006.pog 

Iowa Secretary of State 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11:30:52 AM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] 

<Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: Voter registration - update 

See below. I think it's vital we respond with facts about inactive voters, leaving 17-year-olds off their 

lists, and them using, by their own admission, old data. 

What they're saying it false. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

n~rmsal! 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11:18 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Voter registration - update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https://www.theepochtimes.com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 
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1) Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 

EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State Secretary 

data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the month with 

the highest number that year. 

https://ptJblic.tableau.com/profile/u.s.election.assistance.commission#!/vjzhome/EAVS2018DataViz

Labeld 11 25/EACDataVizTool 

httos://sos.iowa.gov/elections/voterreg/county.html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released last 

year: https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial-census/about/voting

rights/cvap.2019.html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial

censtJs/about/voting-rights/cvap.2020.html 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 

data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 

to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have February 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 

underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 

0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters- JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 

maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about 104.6 percent and 

the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, Census 

Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 

percent: https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/voting-and-registration/p20-

583.html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 

National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 
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The Epoch Times 

+1917 362 2560 
petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc 

www. theepochtimes.com 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall. Kevin fSOSJ 

~ 
RE: Voter registration -update 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:35:00 PM 
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Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most current 

data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 

county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 

and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa and 

federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is the 

final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE ·PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11Cm1SDI! 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 1:48 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin (SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

-Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent of Iowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 

-How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used the 

EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in court. I mistakenly said the 

EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 

released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

-The fact that JW used the 100 percent as a threshold seems arbitrary since their point is they try 
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to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS numbers 

indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 

population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 

approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 

skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 

are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 

numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 

population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in 

the country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ncrmsaes 
From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11:18 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Voter registration- update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https:/lwww theepochtimes.com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 
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JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to 

them: 

1) Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 

EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 

Secretary data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 

month with the highest number that year. 

https: //public. tableau .com /profi I e/u. s.el ection. assista nee .commission#! /vizho me/EA VS20 18Data Viz

Labeld 11 25/EACDataVizTool 

https://sos. iowa. gov I el ections/voterreg/co u nty. htm I 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 

last year: https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial-census/about/voting

rights/cvap.2019. html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial

census/about/voting-rights/cvap.2020.html 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered [instead of 8), based on the EAC 

data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to 

do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have February 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 

underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data 

by 0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters- JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 

maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about 104.6 percent and 

the state has a rate of over 86 percent [Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 

Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 

percent: https:ijwww.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demp/voting-and-regjstration/p20-

583.html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 

National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 
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Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+1917 362 2560 

petr .svab@ epochti mes. nyc 

www.theepochtimes.com 

~-- -------- --· ........... -.------------- ............. ------------------------ ......... ---------------- ----· ----· ....... -·- ------------------ ..... -----

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+1 917 362 2560 

petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc 

www.theepochtimes.com 
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Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall Kevin [5051 
Petr Syah 

RE: Voter registration - update 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 1:17:00 PM 
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JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 

population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 

approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 

skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 

are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 

numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 

population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the 

country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11LllmSDfl 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11:18 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Voter registration- update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https:(/www.theepochtimes.com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 
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1) Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 

EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State Secretary 

data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the month with 

the highest number that year. 

https:l/public.tableatJ.com/profile/u.s.election.assistance.commjssion#!/vizhome/EAVS2018DataViz

Labeld 11 25/EACDataVizTool 

httos :1/sos. iowa. gov /elections/voterreg/cou nty. htm I 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released last 

year: https :l/www.census .gov /progra ms-st J rveys/decen n i al-census/a bout/voting-

rights/cvap.201 9.html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial

censtJs/about/voting-rights/cvap.2020.html 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 

data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 

to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have February 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 

underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 

0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters- JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 

maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree 7 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about 104.6 percent and 

the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, Census 

Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 

percent: https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/voting-and-registration/p20-

583.html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 

National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 
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The Epoch Times 

+1917 362 2560 

petr .svab @epochti mes. nyc 

www.theepochtimes.com 
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From: Burhans Heidi [5051 

To: 
Cc: 

Hall Kevin [5051; Ross Michael f5051; Widen Molly [5051 

Pate Paul f505J 

Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

RE: Voter registration- update 

Tuesday, February 4, 2020 12:18:14 PM 
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Absolutely need to respond. 

Heidi L. Bm·bans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

heidj.b!Jfhans®sos.iowa.qov 

SERVICE • PARTICIPATION · INTEGRITY 

sos.iowa.qov 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11:31 AM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michael.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] 

<Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paul.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: Voter registration- update 

See below. I think it's vital we respond with facts about inactive voters, leaving 17-year-olds off their 

lists, and them using, by their own admission, old data. 

What they're saying it false. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE ·PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11:18 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Voter registration- update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https://www.theepochtimes.com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

1) Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 

EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State Secretary 

data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the month with 

the highest number that year. 

https ://pub I i c. tableau com/p rofi I e/u .s. election. assistance .commission#! /vizhome/EA VS20 18 Data Viz

Labeld 11 25/EACDataVizTool 

https: //sos. iowa .gov/e I ections/voterreg/cou nty. htm I 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released last 

year: https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial-census/about/voting-

rights/cya p. 2019. html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https:l/www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial

census/about/voting-rights/cvap.2020.html 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 

data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 

to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have February 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say 50S went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 

underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 

0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters- JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 

maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about 104.6 percent and 
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the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, Census 

Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 

percent: https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time series/demo/voting-and-registration/p20 

583.html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 

National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best1 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+1917 362 2560 

petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc 

www.theepochtimes.com 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall, Kevin [SOS] 
Petr Svab 
Re: Voter registration - update 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 12:05:16 PM 
imageDOl png 
image002 ong 
image003 ong 
image004 ong 
imageOOS png 
image006 png 

I. By their own admission they used old data. From 16 months ago. 

2. 17 year olds are eligible to vote in primary elections in Iowa (and caucuses). 

Get 011tlook for jQS 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 9:02:51 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

Kevin, 

To wrap up: 
I) EAC asks states to exclude "persons under the age of 18 registered under a 'pre-registration' program." So 
your 17-year-olds point doesn't seem to apply, unless Iowa gave wrong numbers to the EAC. 
2) EAC asks states for the counts of "individuals who were registered and eligible to vote in the 2018 
general election." The election day was on Nov. 6, 2018, and Iowa allows election day voter registration so 
SOS's Nov. 2018 data should be the same as the EAC data minus the 17-year-olds. It seems it's not. So, 
again, what kind of data did SOS give to the EAC? Can you blame JW for using fed data instead of what 
you have on your website when the two don't match? Why? 
3) JW's pop counts were slightly underestimated--the latest Census counts of citizens over 18 are for 2018, 
only 0.5% higher what JW used (2017). If they used the 2018 counts, would you blame them? Why? 
4) JW counts inactives. You disagree, saying you have to keep them for some time. They have lawsuits to 
prove that inactives should be counted because the law required they should be removed timely--it's 
important to measure if Iowa is doing that. 
5) There's a significant mismatch between Iowa's reg. rate on paper and the real reg. mte (as captured by 
Census survey) so Iowa still has a ways to go to clean up its voter rolls. 
6) Would it be fair to say that SOS overreacted in its response by calling JW's numbers "patently false" and 
saying JW 1s population counts were "greatly underestimated 11 7 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 5:48PM Petr Svab <petr,svab@epochtimes.nyc> wrote: 
Ok. I don't see citizens over 18 estimates for 2019. I only see those for 2014-2018. 
For 2010-2019, I only see resident over 18 for the whole state or total population by county. 
The data does indicate 7 percent total population growth in Dallas County, but even if! tried to increase 
the 2014-2018 eligible population number for the county by 7 percent, it still shows regish·ation rate of 
over 103 percent (using SOS's Feb. 2020 registration data. If! used SOS's July 2019 data, Dallas still over 
100). 

What do you think? 

Thanks! 

Petr 
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On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:53PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> wrote: 

https·//data.census.gov/cedsci/table? 
q~lyon%20county%20iowa&g~05000001 JS l9ll9&tid~ACSDP5Y2Q] 8 DP05 

This chmi shows higher population in all 8 counties, and significantly higher in Dallas and Johnson. In 
fact, Dallas Co. is the fastest growing county in the Midwest: https·//www.census.goylsearch
results.html?searchType~web&cssp~SERP&q~iowa%20population 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~nctmljam 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svah@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:43PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa gov> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

What is the most cun-ent Census data? This? https://www.census.goy/programs-surveysldecennial
censuslahoutlvoting-rigbtslcvap 2020 html For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JWused. 
Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 2018 and 
2019: https:Uwww.census govlqHickfactslfact/tahle/IAIPST045218 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most current 
data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 
county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 
and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 
and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is 
the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11CifiUIDI! 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februaty 4, 2020 I :48 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOSJ <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

- Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 17-year-olds is Jess than 0.25 percent oflowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 

- How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in court. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any ofthe monthly data SOS 
released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

- The fact that JW used the I 00 percent as a threshold seems arbitt·my since their point is they tty 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate lowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Pen· 
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On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyin.Hall@sos iowa.gov> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 
skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one ofthe top in the 
country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretaty ofState Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin 1-!all@sos iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

m~~~-l!d 
lin'! UI.W ~-~ 

From: Petr Svab <petr svab@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februmy 4, 2020 11:18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Voter registration - update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (bttps·Uwww theepochtimes com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 
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JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

I) Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretmy data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that year. 

https://public. Ia bleau com/profile/u.s.election.assistance.commission#l /yizhome/EA VS20 18DataViz
Labeld 11 25/EACDataVizTool 

https://sos.iowa.goy/elections/yoteneg/county.html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
last year: https:Uwww.census.gov/programs-suryeys/decennial-census/about!voting-
rights/cyap 2019 html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https:Uwww.census gov!programs-surveys/decennial
census/abm,tlvoting-rights/cyap 2020.hl:ml 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have Febmary 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters- JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about I 04.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent: https·//www census.goy/data/tables/time-series/demo/yoting-and-registration/p20-583.html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Regish·ation Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 
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Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+19173622560 

petr.syab@epochtimes.nyc 

www theepochtjmes com 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+19173622560 

petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc 

www.theepochtimes.com 
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Petr Svab 

Repmter 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 362 2560 

petr syab@epochtimes nyc 

www theepochtimes.com 

Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+19173622560 
petr.syab@epochtimes nyc 
www thee_pochtimes com 

Petr Svab 
Repmter 
The Epoch Times 
+I 9173622560 
petr.syab@epochtimes.nyc 
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From: 
To: 
Subject; 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Kevin, 

To wrap up: 

~ 
Hall Kevin £SOSJ 
Re: Voter registration - update 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 9:03:12 AM 
!mage001.png 
lmage002 rno 
!mage003 ong 
jmage004 png 
jmage005 png 
jmage006 png 

I) EAC asks states to exclude "persons under the age of 18 registered under a 'pre-registration' program." So 
your 17-year-olds point doesn't seem to apply, unless Iowa gave wrong numbers to the EAC. 
2) EAC asks states for the counts of"individuals who were registered and eligible to vote in the 2018 
general election." The election day was on Nov. 6, 2018, and Iowa allows election day voter registration so 
SOS's Nov. 2018 data should be the same as the EAC data minus the 17-year-olds. It seems it's not. So, 
again, what kind of data did SOS give to the EAC? Can you blame JW for using fed data instead of what 
you have on your website when the two don't match? Why? 
3) JW's pop counts were slightly underestimated--the latest Census counts of citizens over 18 are for 2018, 
only 0.5% higher what JW used (2017). If they used the 2018 counts, would you blame them? Why? 
4) JW counts inactives. You disagree, saying you have to keep them for some time. They have lawsuits to 
prove that inactives should be counted because the law required they should be removed timely--it's 
important to measure iflowa is doing that. 
5) There's a significant mismatch between Iowa's reg. rate on paper and the real reg. rate (as captured by 
Census survey) so Iowa still has a ways to go to clean up its voter rolls. 
6) Would it be fair to say that SOS oveiTeacted in its response by calling JW's numbers "patently false" and 
saying JW's population counts were 11greatly underestimated11 ? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 5:48PM Petr Svab <petr syah@epochtimes nyc> wrote: 
Ok. I don't see citizens over 18 estimates for 2019. I only see those for 2014-2018. 
For 2010-2019, I only see resident over 18 for the whole state or total population by county. 
The data does indicate 7 percent total population growth in Dallas County, but even ifl tried to increase 
the 2014-2018 eligible population number for the county by 7 percen~ it still shows registration rate of 
over 103 percent (using SOS's Feb. 2020 registration data. If I used SOS's July 2019 data, Dallas still over 
100). 

What do you think? 

Thanks! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:53PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa gov> wrote: 

httpS'I/data census govlcedsci/table? 
q~lyon%20county%20iowa&g~osooooous l9119&tid~AcSDPSY20 18.DP05 

This chart shows higher population in all 8 counties, and significantly higher in Dallas and Johnson. In 
fact, Dallas Co. is the fastest growing county in the Midwest: https·Uwww census gov/searcb-
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results.html?searchType~web&cssp~SERP&q~iowa%20population 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ru:.Jtmtllaut' 

From: Petr Svab <petr syab@epochtirnes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Febmmy 4, 2020 3:43PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

What is the most current Census data? This? https·Uwww census govlprograrns-snrveys/decennial
census/about/yoting-rights/cvap.2020.html For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 
Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 2018 and 
20 I9: https-/ /www census. goy/quickfacts/fact/tableQA/PST045218 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa gov> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration nwnbers, and based on the most current 
data fi"om the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 
county in the state (81% for Trump in 20 16). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 
and would have to show 1D and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 
and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is 
the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11~1mtllD~ 
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From: Petr Svab <petr svab@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 I :48 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter regisn·ation- update 

I see. 

- Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent of Iowa's active regisn·ants. Why does that matter? 

- How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it bas successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in court. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 
released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

- The fact that JW used the I 00 percent as a threshold seems arbin·ary since their point is they try 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still bas more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as requh·ed by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Pen· 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Ha!l@sos iowa goy> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 
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-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 
skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one ofthe top in the 
coun!Jy (81% for Trump in 20 16). 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secreta1y of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ru:nmEal! 

From: Petr Svab <petr svab@epochtimes,nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11:18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Voter registration- update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https://www.theepochtimes.com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

I) Voter registration numbers - JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretmy data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that year. 
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https://public.tableau.com/profilei!I s election.assistance.commission#!/vizhome/EAVS20 18DataViz
Labe]d 11 25/EACDataVizTool 

https·Usos.iowa.gov/elections/voterreg/county.html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
last year: https·//www census govlprograms-surveys/decennjal-cemals/aboutlvoting
rights/cvap.20 19.html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https·Uwww census govlprograrns-surveys/decennial
census/about/voting-rights/cvap 2020 html 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have Febmary 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ fi·om the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters - JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about I 04.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa regish·ation rate is less than 70 
percent: https·Uwww census.gov/data/tables/time-seriesldemo/yoting-and-regish·ation/p20-583 html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 
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Petr Svab 

Repmter 

The Epoch Times 

+19173622560 

pe1:r syab@epochtimes nyc 

www.theepochtimes.com 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+19173622560 

pel:r svab@epochtimes nyc 

www.theepochtimes com 

Peh· Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+19173622560 
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petr.svab@epochtimes nyc 

www.theepochtimes com 

Pen· Svab 
Repmter 
The Epoch Times 
+I 917 362 2560 
petr.syab@epochtimes nyc 
www tbee_pochtimes corn 

Pen· Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+I 9173622560 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

~ 
Hall Kevin rsqsJ 
Re: Voter registration - update 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 4:48:30 PM 
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Ok.l don't see citizens over 18 estimates for 2019.1 only see those for 2014-2018. 
For 2010-2019, I only see resident over 18 for the whole state or total population by county. 
The data does indicate 7 percent total population growth in Dallas County, but even if! tried to increase 
the 2014-2018 eligible population number for the county by 7 percent, it still shows registration rate of 
over I 03 percent (using SOS's Feb. 2020 registration data. If I used SOS's July 2019 data, Dallas still over 
100). 

What do you think? 

Thanks! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:53PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyin.Hall@sos iowa goy> wrote: 

https-1/data censns goy/cedsci/tahle? 
q~Jyon%20county%20iowa&g~0500000US 191 I 9&tid~ACSDP5Y2018.DP05 

This chati shows higher population in all 8 counties, and significantly higher in Dallas and Johnson. In 
fact, Dallas Co. is the fastest growing county in the Midwest: https:Uwww census goy/searcb
results.htmJ?searchType~web&csswSERP&q~jowa%20population 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Ha ll@sos iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ln~fmtijD. 

From: Petr Svab <petr.syab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:43PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOSJ <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
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Subject: Re: Voter registration - update 

What is the most current Census data? This? https:l/www census.goyiprograms-smyeys/decennial
census/ahout/yoting-rightslcvap 2020 html For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 
Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 2018 and 
2019: https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/IA/PST04521 8 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos,iowa.gov> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most current 
data fi·om the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 
county in the state (81% for Trump in 20 16). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 
and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 
and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is 
the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11Cim[llll! 

From: Petr Svab <petr syab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 I :48 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOSJ <Kevin,Hall@sos iowa.goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

- Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent ofiowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 
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- How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in cmut. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 
released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

-The fact that JW used the 100 percent as a tlu·eshold seems arbitrary since their point is they lly 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.I-Iall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 
skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the 
country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
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From: Petr Svab <petr syab@<qJochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11:18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin,Hall@sos.iowa,goy> 
Subject: Voter registration- update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https:l!www theepochtimes comlabout-llS) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

I) Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretary data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that year. 

https · Upublic.tableau,comlprofi le/u,s election assistance commission# l/vizhome!EAVS20 18DataViz
Labeld _II_ 25/EACData VizTool 

https·//sos iowa,goy/elections/yoterreg!county html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
last year: https:Uwww.census.gov/programs-surveysldecennial-census/aboutlvoting
rights/cyap.20 19.html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https:Uwww.census.govlprograms-smyeysldecennial
censuslaboutlvoting-rightslcvap.2020.html 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 
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How come you already have February 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters - JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about I 04.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent: https://www census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demolvoting-and-registration/p20-583.html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Repmter 

The Epoch Times 

+19173622560 

petr svab@epochtimes nyc 

www theepochtimes com 

·-------------·----·-·····································---------------------------------···--·······························-------------------------·-······· 
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Petr Svab 

Repmter 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 362 2560 

petr syab@epochtimes.uyc 

www.theepochtimes com 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+19173622560 

petr.svab@epochtimes.uyc 

www.theepochtimes com 

Petr Svab 
Repmter 
The Epoch Times 
+19173622560 
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To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Petr Svab 
Hall. Keyin [50Sl 
Re: Voter registration - update 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:43:36 PM 
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What is the most current Census data? This? https·Uwww census govlprograms-snrveysldecennial
census/aboutlvoting-rights/cyap 2020.html For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 
Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 2018 and 
2019: https·Uwww census goy/quickfactslfactltahle/TAIPST045218 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa goy> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most current 
data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 
county in the state (81% for Trump in 20 16). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 
and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 
and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is 
the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Connnunications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 1:48PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

- Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 
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- 5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent of Iowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 

- How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in cowt. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 
released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

- The fact that JW used the I 00 percent as a threshold seems arbitrary since their point is they try 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 
skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the 
country (81% for Trump in 20 16). 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11:18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Voter registration- update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https·Uwww theepochtimes emu/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

1) Voter registration numbers - JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretary data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that year. 

https·Upublic tableau com/profile/u.s election assistance commission#!lvizJJOme/EAVS2018DataViz
Labeld 11 25/EACDataVizTool 

https:llsos iowa govlelectionslvoterreglcounty html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers - JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
last year: https:Uwww.census.gov/programs-surveysldecennial-censuslabmJtlvoting
rights/cyap.20 19.html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https:l/www.census.govlprograms-surveysldecennial
census/aboutlvoting-rightslcvap.2020.html 
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The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have February 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters - JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the pmposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about I 04.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bmeau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent: https:Uwww.census.gov/data/tahles/time-series/demo/yoting-and-registration/p20-583.html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 362 2560 

petr syab@epochtimes nyc 

www.theepochtimes.com 

;···-------------------·······--------------------···········-------------------··············---------------············------------··········---------------··-; 
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Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+1 917 362 2560 

petr syab@epochtimes.nyc 

www.theepochtimes.com 

Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+ 1 91 7 362 2560 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

I see. 

~ 
Hall. Keyjo fSOSJ 
Re: Voter registration- update 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 1:48:00 PM 
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- Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent oflowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 

- How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in court. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 
released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

- The fact that JW used the I 00 percent as a threshold seems arbitrary since their point is they try 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 
Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa. goy> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 
skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the 
counlly (81% for Trump in 2016). 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 II :18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Voter registration- update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https://www.theepochtimes.com/ahOllt-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

1) Voter registration numbers - JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretary data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that year. 

https://public. tab! eau com/profile/u.s.election .assistance.commission# !/yizhome!EAVS20 18Data Viz
Labeld _11_ 25/EACDataVizTool 

https://sos.iowa.govlelections/yoterreglcounty.html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
last year: https:l/www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial-census/about/voting-
ri ghtslcvap.2019.html 
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On Jan. 31, new data was released: https://www.census.goy/programs-surveys/decennial
census/about/voting-rights/cyap 2020 html 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have February 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ fi·om the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters- JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about 104.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent: https:Uwww.census.gov/dataftables/time-series/demo/voting-and-registration/p20-583.html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 362 2560 
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petr.svab@epochtimes nyc 

www.theepochtirnes.corn 

·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 

Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+I 917 362 2560 
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The voter reg totals {total, active and inactive) were all pulled before our 2019 list maintenance season 

{NCOA, no activity, multistate). 

Inactive voters are in the pipeline to be cancelled. If a voter is inactive for two successive general election 

cycles, they are sent a final mailing and cancelled. 

Please feel free to reach out to Kendall. He did a full report on the 2018 EAVS data along with Wes. I will be 

with the legislature all afternoon and unable to answer additional emails. 

Sincerely, 

Molly M. Widen 
Legal Counsel 
Office of the Iowa Secretary of State 
Office: (515) 281-5864 
Mobile: (515) 210-4634 
Email: molly widen@sos iowa gov 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 11:42 AM 

To: Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] 

<Heidi. Burhans@ sos. iowa .gov> 

Subject: Fwd: Voter registration- update 

Can y'all help with this? 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 9:02:51 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

Kevin, 

To wrap up: 

1) EAC asks states to exclude 11 persons under the age of 18 registered under a 1pre-registration 1 program. 11 So 

your 17-year-olds point doesn't seem to apply, unless Iowa gave wrong numbers to the EAC. 

2) EAC asks states for the counts of "individuals who were registered and eligible to vote in the 2018 general 
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election." The election day was on Nov. 6, 2018, and Iowa allows election day voter registration so SOS's Nov. 

2018 data should be the same as the EAC data minus the 17-year-olds. It seems it's not. So, again, what kind 

of data did SOS give to the EAC? Can you blame JW for using fed data instead of what you have on your 

website when the two don't match? Why? 
3) JW's pop counts were slightly underestimated--the latest Census counts of citizens over 18 are for 2018, 

only 0.5% higher whatJW used (2017). If they used the 2018 counts, would you blame them? Why? 

4) JW counts inactives. You disagree, saying you have to keep them for some time. They have lawsuits to 

prove that inactives should be counted because the law required they should be removed timely--it's 

important to measure if Iowa is doing that. 

5) There's a significant mismatch between Iowa's reg. rate on paper and the real reg. rate (as captured by 

Census survey) so Iowa still has a ways to go to clean up its voter rolls. 

6) Would it be fair to say that SOS overreacted in its response by calling JW's numbers "patently false" and 

saying JW15 population counts were ngreatly underestimated 11 ? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 5:48PM Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> wrote: 

Ok. I don't see citizens over 18 estimates for 2019. I only see those for 2014-2018. 

For 2010-2019, I only see resident over 18 for the whole state or total population by county. 

The data does indicate 7 percent total population growth in Dallas County, but even if I tried to increase 

the 2014-2018 eligible population number for the county by 7 percent, it still shows registration rate of 

over 103 percent (using SOS's Feb. 2020 registration data. If I used SOS's July 2019 data, Dallas still over 

100). 

What do you think? 

Thanks! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:53 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevjn.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

https: !/data .census.gov /cedsciltable? 

q-lyon%20cormty%20iowa&g=0500000US19119&tid=ACSDP5Y2018.DP05 

This chart shows higher population in ailS counties, and significantly higher in Dallas and Johnson. In 

fact, Dallas Co. is the fastest growing county in the Midwest: https:l/www.census.gov/search

results.html7searchType=web&cssp=SERP&q=iowa%20population 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Petr Svab <petr.svab®epochtimes nyc> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:43 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevjn.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

What is the most current Census data? This? https://www.census.gov/programs surveys/decennjal

census/about/voting-rights/cvap.2020.html For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 

Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 2018 and 

2019: https://www.census.gov/quickfucts/fact/table/IA/P5I045218 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35 PM Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most current 
data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 

county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 

and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa and 

federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is the 
final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 1:48 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

-Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent of Iowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 

-How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used the 

EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in court. I mistakenly said the 

EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 

released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

-The fact that JW used the 100 percent as a threshold seems arbitrary since their point is they try 

to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS numbers 

indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevjn.Hall@sos jowa.gov> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 

population data. 
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-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 

approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 

skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 

are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 

numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 

population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in 

the country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin I-Iall@sos.iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

RCimtlllll! 

From: Petr 5vab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11:18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Voter registration- update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https:/lwww.theepochtimes.com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to 

them: 
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1) Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 

EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 

Secretary data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 

month with the highest number that year. 

https:/fpublic.tableau.com/profile/u.s.election assistance.commission#l/vizhome/EAVS2018DataVjz

l a held 11 25/EACDataVizTool 

https://sos iowa govfelections/voterreg/coqnty html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 

last year: https://www.census.gov/programs-s1Jrveys/decennial-census/about/voting

rights/cvap.2019.html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https)/www census.gov/programs-surveys/decennjal

cens! 1s/abo 1 Jtlvotjng-rjghts/cva p. 2020. htm I 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 

data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn1t the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to 

do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have February 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 

underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data 

by 0.44 percent? 

3} Inactive voters -JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 

maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inact'1ve voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about 104.6 percent and 

the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 

Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent: https:/lwww.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/voting-and-registrationlp20-

583.html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 

National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 
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Thank you! 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+1917 362 2560 

petr.svab@epochtjmes nyc 

www.theepochtimes.com 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+1917 362 2560 

petr.svab®epochtimes.nyc 

www theepochtjmes.com 
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. . 
' ' ' ' 
!------------------------------------------------------·············----------------··························-----------------···············-----------~ 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+1917 362 2560 

petr svab@epochtjmes nyc 

www .theepochtimes.com 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+1917 362 2560 
petr .svab®epochtimes. nyc 

www.theepochtjmes com 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+1917 362 2560 

petr.svab@epochtimes,nyc 

www.theepochtimes.com 
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' ' 
l .................................... ----------------------------·---··································-----------------------------··-·-··························-J 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Zakrzewski Cat 
Hall Kevin [5051 
Re: Washington Post Request 
Monday, February 3, 2020 5:18:20 PM 
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Thanks for sharing this Kevin. 

From: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:12 PM 

To: Zakrzewski, Cat <Cat.Zakrzewski@washpost.com> 

Subject: RE: Washington Post Request 

I cAUTION: EXTERNAL SENDER 

Cat, 

Here's the email chain with Twitter. Their response is disappointing (I misspelled "they're" in the 

original reply to Kevin Kane. Fixed it below]. 

Kevin, 

When a group is falsely claiming there are more voters than there are actual people in the county, 

that IS voter suppression. It leads people to believe their vote is invalid or won't count. It absolutely 

does rise to the level of voter suppression. 

Their claims are false, we've proven they're false, mainstream media like the Washington Post have 

proven they're false. What more do you guys need? 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

rJ [facebook.coml ['J [twitter. com) 1m 
[linkedin.com] s [instagram.coml a [youtube.com] 

~ [goo.gll 
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From: Kevin Kane <kkane@twitter.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:23 PM 

To: mbenson@sso.org 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; gov@twitter.com 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

Thanks Maria-

This was reviewed by our team and is not in violation of our election integrity policy 

[help.twitter.com] as it does not suppress voter turnout or mislead people about when, 

where, or how to vote. I understand this is not the outcome you are seeking and appreciate 
you continuing to report Tweets to our team. 

Best, 

Kevin 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 4:36 PM Maria Benson <mbenson @sso org> wrote: 

Hi Kevin, 

Iowa Secretary of State has reported the below election misinformation, but Twitter has declined to 

take it down. As you can see from facts the tweets are clearly wrong. I wanted to bring this to your 

attention to hopefully remedy the situation. 

I've cc'd Kevin Hall, their Communicators Director. 

Thanks, 

Maria 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11 [facebook.coml ~ [twitter. com] 1m 
[linkedin.coml ti'j [instagram.com) DJ'ioutube.com] 

Jl! [goo.gll 
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From: Zakrzewski, Cat <Cat.Zakrzewski@washpost.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:10 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Washington Post Request 

Hey Kevin, 

I'm a reporter with the Washington Post, where I cover tech policy. I wanted to reach out 

today to see if you had any comment on Twitter and Facebook's decision to allow the posts 

your office debunked to remain their service. Does the secretary think the services should take 

down the Judicial Watch posts that claim the total number of registration numbers in 8 Iowa 

counties are larger than the eligible voter population? 

Thanks, 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Burhans Heidi [5051 
Hall Kevin [5051 
Re: Washington Post Re.quest 
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From: "Burhans, Heidi [SOS]" <Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:29PM 

To: 

Cc: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: Washington Post Request 

-
-
Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

22.7{18) 
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515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

heidi.burhans@sos.iowa.gov 

SERVICE · PARTICIPATION · INTEGRITY 

From: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:12PM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] 

<Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: Washington Post Request 

See below. 

I've been trying all day to get Twitter to take these down. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ll~fmSDI! 

From: Zakrzewski, Cat <Cat.Zakrzewski@washpost.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:10PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Washington Post Request 

Hey Kevin, 

I'm a reporter with the Washington Post, where I cover tech policy. I wanted to reach out 

today to see if you had any comment on Twitter and Facebook's decision to allow the posts 

your office debunked to remain their service. Does the secretary think the services should take 

down the Judicial Watch posts that claim the total number of registration numbers in 8 Iowa 

counties are larger than the eligible voter population? 
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Thanks, 

Cat 
:······················································································································································ 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Cat, 

Hall. Kevin rsos1 
Zakrzewski Cat 
RE: Washington Post Request 
Monday, February 3, 2020 5:12:00 PM 
fmageOOl.png 
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lmaqe003.png 
lmage004.png 
fmageOOS.png 
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Here's the email chain with Twitter. Their response is disappointing (I misspelled "they're" in the 

original reply to Kevin Kane. Fixed it below). 

Kevin, 

When a group is falsely claiming there are more voters than there are actual people in the county, 

that IS voter suppression. It leads people to believe their vote is invalid or won't count. It absolutely 

does rise to the level of voter suppression. 

Their claims are false, we've proven they're false, mainstream media like the Washington Post have 

proven they're false. What more do you guys need? 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Offic.e oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE ·PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ru~:umsal! 

From: Kevin Kane <kkane@twitter.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:23PM 

To: mbenson@sso.org 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; gov@twitter.com 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

Thanks Maria-

This was reviewed by our team and is not in violation of our election integrity_flolicy as it does 

not suppress voter turnout or mislead people about when, where, or how to vote. I 
understand this is not the outcome you are seeking and appreciate you continuing to report 
Tweets to our team. 
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Best, 

Kevin 

On Man, Feb 3, 2020 at 4:36PM Maria Benson <mbenson@sso.org> wrote: 

Hi Kevin, 

Iowa Secretary of State has reported the below election misinformation, but Twitter has declined to 

take it down. As you can see from facts the tweets are clearly wrong. I wanted to bring this to your 

attention to hopefully remedy the situation. 

I've cc'd Kevin Hall, their Communicators Director. 

Thanks, 

Maria 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa. goy 
SERVICE ·PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

li~lmSD., 

From: Zakrzewski, Cat <Cat.Zakrzewski@washpost.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:10 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Washington Post Request 

Hey Kevin, 

I'm a reporter with the Washington Post, where I cover tech policy. I wanted to reach out 

today to see if you had any comment on Twitter and Face book's decision to allow the posts 

your office debunked to remain their service. Does the secretary think the services should take 

down the Judicial Watch posts that claim the total number of registration numbers in 8 Iowa 

counties are larger than the eligible voter population? 

Thanks, 
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Cat 

!----------------·····················-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·----------·-············· 
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From: 
To: • Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: imaqeOOl.png 
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Ok. Thanks Kevin. 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:50 PM 

From: 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 9:46:21 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall"!'ouo.Ju~,d.;;uv?, 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:39 PM 

22.7(18) 
22.7(50) 
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From: 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 9:07:43 PM 

To: 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iiOV\Ia.":ov:>; 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:26:29 PM 

To: 

-
--
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From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: February 3, 2020 at 3:54:30 PM EST 

To: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 

Subject: RE: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 
ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

https :1/twitte r.com IT om Fitton /status/122 43628011389 50146 

https://twitter .co mQom Fitton /status/12 243876 7 4888339456 

We responded directly to these tweets, and sent out this news release this afternoon. 

Also, the Washington Post has reported on the false claims: 

https :1/www. washington post.com/po I itics/2020/02/03 /conservatives-p 1 Jsh-false

claims-voter-fraud-twitter-jowans-prepare-caucus/ 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a 

news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 

Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the 

eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office 

shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 

registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to 

do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have 

made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false 

claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation 

campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's 

website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 

Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 

claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data 

from the U.S. Census Bureau. 
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The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods 

they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

E~rm•a~ 

From: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 2:51 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ 

ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

i 

! 

Hello, 

Thanks again for your report. We need a little more help from you, and 
,we'd be grateful if you could answer the following questions: 

• Are there specific Tweets you can share with us? (Please 
include links, not screens hots.) 

• Are there any other details you think would be helpful for us to 
know? 

• When did the harassment from this account start? 
• Do you happen to know if this account is targeting anyone else? 

'once you've had a chance to reply to us, we'll take another look and we'll 
get back to you as soon as we can. 
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,Thanks, 

iT witter 

I 

Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 

ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004AlsUCPJ:ref 
············-----------·-···············---------------------·············------------------·-················---------------········ . . . . . . 
' . ' . ' . . . . . . . 

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use 
by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that 
any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly 
prohibited and may be unlawful. 

This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by 
Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more 
useful place for your human generated data. Specializing in; Security, archiving and compliance. To find out 
more Click Here. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Monday, February 3, 2020 9:46:30 PM 
imaqe001.pnq 
lmaqe002.png 
image003.pnq 
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imageOOS.pnq 
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From: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:39 PM 

To: 

Cc: 

22.7(18) 

ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 9:07:43 PM 

To: 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:26:29 PM 
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To: 

Cc: Kevin Hall <Kevin.Hall@sos.iouV\•d.~:uv.?, 

Subject: Fwd: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref 

l 

-
--
Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: February 3, 2020 at 3:54:30 PM EST 

To: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 

Subject: RE: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 

ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

https ://twitter.com/T om Fitton/status/122 43628011389 50146 

https :1/twitter.com/T om Fitton/statu s/122438767 48883 39456 

We responded directly to these tweets, and sent out this news release this afternoon. 

Also, the Washington Post has reported on the false claims: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conservatives-push-false-

cla i ms-voter -fraud-twitter -i owans-prepare-ca 1 Jcus/ 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 
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MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C-based organization made false claims today in a 

news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 

Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the 

eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office 

shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 

registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to 

do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have 

made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false 

claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation 

campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's 

website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 

Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 

claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data 

from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods 

they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office ofiowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11CfmSDB! 

From: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 2:51 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ 

ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 
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I 

,Hello, 

;Thanks again for your report. We need a little more help from you, and 
we'd be grateful if you could answer the following questions: 

• Are there specific Tweets you can share with us? (Please 
include links, not screens hots.) 

• Are there any other details you think would be helpful for us to 
know? 

• When did the harassment from this account start? 
• Do you happen to know if this account is targeting anyone else? 

!Once you've had a chance to reply to us, we'll take another look and we'll 
.get back to you as soon as we can. 
: 

Thanks, 

'Twitter 

Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 

ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004AlsUCPJ:ref 
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-
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22.7(18) 

From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

RE: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOAB._5004AlsUCPJ:ref] 
Monday, February 3, 2020 4:35:00 PM 

Attachments: lmage001.png 
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lmaqe003.png 
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imageOOS.png 
jmage006.ong 
jmage007.png 

-
When a group is falsely claiming there are more voters than there are actual people in the county, 

that IS voter suppression. It leads people to believe their vote is invalid or won't count. It absolutely 

does rise to the level of voter suppression. 

Their claims are false, we've proven their false, mainstream media like the Washington Post have 

proven their false. What more do you guys need? 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

lnLJrmtsal! 

From: 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:23 PM 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; gov@twitter.com 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

• -

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 4:36 

-

--
Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: February 3, 2020 at 3:54:30 PM EST 

To: Twitter Support <sllpport@twitter.com> 

Subject: RE: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 

ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

https :1/twitter.co m/To m Fitton /status/12243 628011389 50146 

https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1224387674888339456 

We responded directly to these tweets, and sent out this news release this 

afternoon. Also, the Washington Post has reported on the false claims: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/DL /03/conservatives-push-false

cla i ms-voter -fraud-twitter -iowa ns-prepare-ca u cus/ 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a 

news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 

Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's 

Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding 

voter registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa 

Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and 

others who have made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed 

and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this 

misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's 

website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 

Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 

claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data 

from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods 

they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Cmmnunications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

1~][~~~~00~ 

From: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 2:51 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: We need a little more info about @ 0141236122 [ 

ref:_ OODAOKOA8._ 5004A1sUCP J :ref] 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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Hello, 

:Thanks again for your report. We need a little more help from you, and 
,we'd be grateful if you could answer the following questions: 
i 

• Are there specific Tweets you can share with us? (Please 
include links, not screenshots.) 

• Are there any other details you think would be helpful for us to 
know? 

• When did the harassment from this account start? 
• Do you happen to know if this account is targeting anyone else? 

'Once you've had a chance to reply to us, we'll take another look and 
we'll get back to you as soon as we can. 

i 

:Thanks, 

Twitter 

I 

I Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 

ll] 

ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004AlsUCPJ:ref 

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for 
use by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this 
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information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. 

This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by 
Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more 
useful place for your human generated data. Specializing in; Security1 archiving and compliance. To find 
out more Click Here. 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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From: 
To: 
Bee: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall. Kevin rsOSJ 
Twitter Suoport 

RE: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOAB._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 
Monday, February 3, 2020 2:54:00 PM 
imageOOl.png 
image002.png 
image003.png 
imaqe004.png 
imaqeOOS.pnq 
imaqe006.pnq 

https ://twitter .com/Tom Fitton /status/122 43628011389 50146 

https: //twitter.com /Tom Fitton/statt Js/122 438767 4888339456 

We responded directly to these tweets, and sent out this news release this afternoon. Also, the 

Washington Post has reported on the false claims: 

https: //www. washington post.com/pol itics/2020/02/03/conservatives-push-fa lse-cla i ms-voter -fraud

twitte r -iowa ns-prepare-ca tJctJs/ 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 
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The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and•accurat<'!>voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 

### 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

llr.llll[~m•a• DJd~lW~ ' ~ 

From: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 2:51PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

EJ 
I ,Hello, 

Thanks again for your report. We need a little more help from you, and we'd be 
'grateful if you could answer the following questions: 

• Are there specific Tweets you can share with us? (Please include links, 
not screenshots.) 

• Are there any other details you think would be helpful for us to know? 
• When did the harassment from this account start? 
• Do you happen to know if this account is targeting anyone else? 

Once you've had a chance to reply to us, we'll take another look and we'll get back to 
you as soon as we can. 

iThanks, 
! 
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Twitter 

Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 

ref:_ OODAOKOA8. _ 5004Als UCP J :ref 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall. Kevin fSOSl 
ebaron@bayareanewsqroup.com 
RE: media request/statement re: Judicial Watch claims 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:58:00 PM 
lmage001.pnq 
lmage002.png 
lmage003.png 
lmage004.png 
lmageOOS.png 
image006.png 

It's linked here: https://sos.iowa.gov/news/2020 02 03.html 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

riLlfmSDI! 

From: Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate <SOS@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:56PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: media request/statement re: Judicial Watch claims 

From: Ethan Baron <ebaron@bayareanewsgroup.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:57 PM 

To: Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate <SOS@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: media request/statement re: Judicial Watch claims 

Hello Iowa SOS, 

I hope this message finds you well. .. Could you please send me the statement from Secretary of 

State Pate concerning the claims by Judicial Watch that eight Iowa counties have more registered 

voters than eligible voters? Thanks! 

Ethan 

Ethan Baron Business reporter I Editorial 
ebaron@bayareanewsgroup com 
408-920-5011 Direct 
@ethanbaron 
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bayareanewsgroun com 

Over 5 million engaged readers weekly 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Isaac, 

Hall Kevin [5051 
isaac.stanley-becker@washoost.com 
Responding to you call 
Monday, February 3, 2020 9:02:00 AM 
jmageOOl.png 
jmage002.png 
jmage003.pnq 
jmage004.pnq 
jmageOOS.pnq 
image006.pnq 

Regarding the Twitter post: 

This is a false claim. The actual data is available on the Secretary of State's website for anyone to 

see. It's broken down by county and updated every month. Here is the direct link: 

https: //sos. iowa. gov /e I ectio ns/vote rreg/co1J nty. htm I 

Secretary Pate has responded directly to this Twitter post as well. 

Let me know if you need more info. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE ·PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

llrJfmijDitf 
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From: 
Bee: 

Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall Kevin fSOS1 

auditor®adalrcountviowa.org; acaudjt@adamscountyia.com; dbeyer®co.allamakee.ia.us; 
khoward®appanoosecountv.net; audcoaud®auduboncountyia.gov; hriopel@co.benton.ia.us; gveeder®co.black
hawk.ia 11s; boonecoaud®boonecountv.iowa.gov; swolf@co.bremer ja 11s; cqosse@co.buchanan.ia.us; 
slloyd®bvcountviowa.com; audltor@butlercojowa.om; rbatz®calhouncountviowa.com; 
kirlbeck@carrollcountviowa.org; dsunderman@casscoja.us; cdauber®cedarcountv.orq; 
awedmore®mcountv.ora; kgllenke®co.cherokee.ja.us; j.knoll®chickasawcola.orq; 
jwhite®darkecountviowa.org; mpltts@co.clay.ja.us; jmgarms®claytoncountvla.gov; vanlancker®clintoncountv
@...gQy; tmartens@crawfordcounty.om; julia.helm@dallascountviowa aov; auditor®daviscountyiowa.orq; 
dauaud@arm.net; cbecker@co.delaware.ia.us; johnsont®dmcounty mm; lpedersen®co.djckinson.ia.us; 
denise.dolan®dubuquecounty.us; asathoff@emmetcountyia.com; lmoellers®co.fayette.ia.us; 
qcarr®floydcoia.orq; auditor@co.franklfn.la.us; dowen®co.fremont.ja.!JSi auditor@co.qreene.la.us; 
rdeters®qccourthouse.ora; mlmcdellan®guthrlecounty.org; kschaa®hamiltoncounty.orq; 
hanaudme®hancockcountyja.ora; jlara®hardlncountyfa.qov; audjtor@harrisoncountyia.om; 
sbarber®henrycountyiowa.us; khapman@co.howard.ia.us; price@humboldtcountyia.org; 
lsteenbock®idacountyia.us; jstohlmann@co.iowa.la.us; asmith®co.jackson ia.us; auditor®co.jasper.ia.us; 
auditor®jeffersoncountyia.com; tweipert@co.johnson.la.us; auditor@co.jones.ia.us; 
auditor®keokukcountvia.com; agarman@co.kossuth.la.us; dfraise@leecounty.org; joel.miller®linncounty.ora; 
sell!ott®louisaco-ia.ora; mastersj®lucasco.ora; jsmit®co.lyon.ia.••s; skaster@madisoncoia.us; 
auditor®mahaskacounty.ora; jarandia@co.marion.la.us; nbenson®marshallc01Jntvia.gov; 
crobertson®millscoia.us; ltesch@mjtchellcoia.us; mocoaudl®mononacounty om; aharlan®monroecoia.us; 
sburke®montqomervcoia.us; audjtor@co.muscatine.ia.us; brohwer@obriencounty.ara; bechter®osceolacoia.ora; 
mwellhausen®co.paqe.ia.us; cmoser@co.palo-alto.la.us; sfeldman®co.plymouth.ia.us; 
kjepsen®pocahontascoia.us; jamie.fitzaerald®polkcountyiowa.qov; elections®pottcounty-ia.gov; 
meilander®poweshiekcounty.ora; awaske®rinqgoldcounty.us; sacoaud®saccounty.ora; 
rmoritz@scottcountyiowa.com; mmaxwell®shco.ora; ryand®siouxcmmty ora; LMartjn@storvcountyiowa.gov; 
lkopsa@tamacounty.om; auditor®taylorcountyiowa.ora; shysell®unfoncountyiowa.om; iplecker®vbcola.ora; 
audjtor®wapellocounty.ora; traciv®warrencountvia.om; dwidmer®co.washlnqton.ja.us; 
mdooley®waynecountvia.ora; auditor®webstercountyla.org; Karla.weiss®winnebagocountyiowa.goy; 
bstelnes@co.winneshiek.ia.us; pgill®woodburycountvlowa.gov; auditor®worthcounty.org; bellis@co.wriqht.ia.us 
Response to Judicial Watch"s false claims 
Monday, February 3, 2020 1:29:00 PM 
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Dear County Auditor, 

Secretary Pate asked me to share this information with you. Judicial Watch issued this news release 

!lli"i.a¥, claiming 8 Iowa counties have total registration rates larger than eligible voter population. 

In response, we sent outthis media release: 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These mrmbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

### 

Additionally, the Washington Post already has a story up, also debunking their claims: 

https:l/www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conservatives-push-false claims-voter-fraud

twitter -iowans-prepare-ca 1 JCt 15/ 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin. T-Tall@sos.iowa. goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

fiLllmeiDI! 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

-

Thanks, 

lmage001.png 
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Eric [5051 

22.7(50) 
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Joel Merrick 

Elections Cybersecurity Advisor 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

(515) 242-5071 

ioel. merrick@sos.iowa .gov 

SERVICE · PARTICIPATION · INTEGRITY 

sos.iowa.gov 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall Kevin rsos1 

Ross Michael fSOSl; Burhans Heidi fSOSl; Aleksander. Kristina fSOSl 
Pate. Paul fSOSl; Widen Molly fSOSl; Gookin Eric f5051; Hicok Wes fSOSJ; Livingood Heather fS05l; Merrick 
Joel [5051; Kramer Lance [5051; Cole Dale fSOSl; Antle. Kendall fSOSl; Phillips Kyle [5051; Franklin Jeff 
fS051; mbenson@sso.ora 

Thursday clips 
Thursday, February 6, 2020 1:26:17 PM 
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Iowa Caucus Calamity 

NY Times: App used to tabulate votes is said to have been inadequately tested 

KWQC-TV in Quad Cities: 96% of precincts reporting caucus results: Buttigieg and Sanders neck and 

neck (includes SOS quote) 

NPR: Lessons learned from the Iowa Caucuses. and danger signs ahead 

Politico: Why 2020 cotJid be a year of election malfunctions 

State Scoop: After Iowa Dems' caucus app mess election officials distance themselves (SOS quote) 

Computer World: Iowa Caucus chaos likely to set back mobile voting 

Daily lowegian in Centerville: Iowa Caucuses worked fine. results no to much 

KTIV-TV in Sioux City: Noon news 

WHO-TV in Des Moines: Noon news 

WOWT-TV in Omaha: Spm news 

KWQC-TV in Quad Cities: 6pm news 

Cox National Radio: As votes trickle in from Iowa Dems throw shade in New Hampshire (SOS quote) 

ABC News: 
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- ABC News ,.. 
-@ABC 

NEW: Iowa Sec. of State Paul Pate: 
"I support IDP while they take their 
time and conduct checks and 
balances to ensure the accuracy 
and integrity of the votes." 
abcn.ws/384G6fi 

~Hi•:::.I'M-Ii>olfffil""'fol¥~·~fi4'-!!HH!\;HI'i·~""lii~<U41'~·~''Tl'i,....:o,.l4-'1<"-

~~1~'''{;?;~-!~l:~~';'~\'!tlfif'lt,~~:f,';~~~~~~~~"t~~~~~.f.;;N~~r~~ 
~:r~ ?,..,,J.,Jru<nj'"""M"'"'It:\1•• I ...-OHH\tJ <!~"-""-"1~\-tNI ... u;..'..~o.,J~.;JrOJ<l'->i 

~~t.,~.!.-"";~;,~1:.:::s~~.:.·:.~1.".';.-~~J;:Jt~~r;;;r:::.":t·:;..-r,··'"" 
...,.,..,,w~llb "-Y"'"'"~·, ~.~or~ il....U.<<I"""-' ndlil.,..•i>.lru.l~ 11~ <Li..m<l lrJ 1<~~1\1 .. lb. <"'-<L" 

~ 

11:27am. Lf Feb 2020 · Socia!F!ow 

14 Replies 16 Renw'ets 63 Likes 

Judicial Watch 

Real Clear Politics: Wash Post tries to stop Fake News becomes part of the problem 

Wonkette: Judicial Watch just making up Iowa 'voter fraud' numbers as if Iowa needed their sh*t 

WIRED: Iowa misinformation spreads online. despite new policies 

The Epoch Times: Iowa Secretary of State Judicial Watch spar over claim of voter over-registration 

Media Matters; How Tom Fitton and conservative media spread debunked "voter fraud" 

misinformation about the Iowa catJcuses 

CNN Reporter: 
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Ji Jim Sciutto "" 
• @jimsciutto 

"It's unfortunate this organization 
continues to put out inaccurate 
data regarding voter 
registration ... They should stop this 
misinformation campaign 
immediately and quit trying to 
disenfranchise Iowa voters," says 
Iowa's Secretary of State Paul Pate, 
a Republican. 

Judicial Watch P t1J @JudiciaiWatch 
BREAKING: Judicial Watch announced that 8 
Iowa counties have more voter registrations 
than their eligible voting-age population 
(1/3). 
jwatch.usjdw22MC 

Show this thread 

3:41prn, 3 feb 202:0 ·Twitter for iPhone 

129 Replies 1,433 Retweets 3,585 likes 

Politico reporter: 

•

-" -. EdcGt11or(t IJi!tltg01!ti{ .. FctH 

_ C~lm, m~ilwred :St~!emen1 by 1-QW<is-~pubJU;-.an s~rE"t.;ny of ~!i!to;. 

I 1/j- low~ .Se('r(:ill:ry Ot Stftt¢- P~u-1 P~t~_G \fHc:•w1~95 • Feb >t 
! 'Otfld3l ~t3ti'Frie:nl fe.ga(dit'<g U1.e tt!owaC_.auem.e-s.o. 

' :"'The towa secretary of state's Offic-e and county· auditors have not 
'c.aue:u~s. Ttmy are run by the: political parties. Although tht! cauru; 
! . - . - - I 
pre!ld@ntlal nominating proce.ss1 they are not e:l_ectlons. Iowans. do 

'the C<lndldate~ ond 1 oonjjro\ulol•thetens of thousands of cnlzon$. 
,cou<li> night and mal.le!Mlr volcesMotd. 

in,~ •=racy ofUli> low• oomo<ratl< Par!'(> vote totals I< much mi 
:umellnf!~s -of teleiuln!J thi! res.utu. I .om gla(j to hftar ih~ ~il\'e a pa_' 
justo< wi! "'" pa,m b~llots In aU offlctalolo<flons In tho Sf.atn of IO 
,they tok~ thelrtlme ~nd oond~ roe¢ ond ~olan<<l<lo ""''"" th; 
:or- the voles/' 

t.l. B <:) 50 
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SOS/ Auditor op-ed 

Hudson Herald: Working together to protect your vote 

Fast Track Filing 

Marshalltown Times Republican: Fast Track Filing for biennial reports launched 

Election cybersecurity 

Iowa City Press Citizen: (AP national) Election threats not extinguished 

Politico: Battleground states lack web security safeguards 

Other states 

Ohio: On heels of Iowa Caucus mess Secretary of State says Ohio well prepared for March orimary 

Arkansas: Secretary of State confident in Arkansas primary election after Iowa Caucus delays 

California: Secretary of State releases statement on state primary following Iowa caucus confusion 

Illinois: Quad City Times: Thumbs down (AVR error letting non-citizens vote) 

Alabama: No Iowa voting problems for Alabama 

California: Tens of tho11sands of votes not counted in last election 

Connecticut: Merrill: Connecticut better equipped to handle elections than Iowa 

Florida: Supervisor of Elections says Iowa caucus disaster could not happen in Palm Beach County 

Florida: South Florida has history of election screwups. Could Iowa chaos happen here? 

Minnesota: MN Sec of State: MN will not see Iowa-style chaos with primary voting 

New Hampshire: Secretary of State: Iowa chaos 'not going to happen here' 

New York: After Iowa delays. here's a look at how official will tally your votes in New York 

Oregon: As Iowa pieces results together Oregon officials tout election security work 
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Pennsylvania: In wake of Iowa turmoil Pa. preps millions of voters for new machines 

South Carolina: After Iowa debacle SC election officials assure primary on track 

Texas: Iowa's problems with new voting system not expected here in Central Texas 

Virginia: Viminia is unlikely to repeat Iowa's mistakes 

Washington: Local elections officials try to ease concerns over security after Iowa results delay 

Kansas: After Kobach's 2018 bid Kansas lawmakers weigh making secretary of state non-partisan 

Washington: Sec. of State candidates comment on Iowa CauCIJs disarray 

National 

USA Today: 'Overwhelm the system' to thwart voter suppression. Stacey Abrams counsels blacks 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE ·PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11LllmSDI! 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject; 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall. Kevin rsos1 

Ross Michael fSOSl; Aleksander. Kristina fSOSJ; Burhans Heidi fSOSJ 

Pate Paul fSOSJ; Widen Molly fSOSJ; Gookin Eric fSOSJ; Hicok Wes fSOSJ; Livingood Heather fSOSl; Merrjck 
Joel fSOSl; Kramer Lance fSOSl; Cole Dale [SOS]; Antle Kendall fSOSl; phi11ips Kyle fSOSJ; mbenson®sso.om 
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Hawkeye Cauceye delayed results (with SOS quotes) 

NPR: What we know about the app that delayed Iowa's caucus results 

KTIV-TV in Sioux City: Technical glitches delay Iowa Caucus results results expected Tuesday 

afternoon 

AP: Iowa's coveted status in doubt following results delay 

Daily lowegian: Voters: Caucuses worked fine results not so much 

ProPublica: Iowa's lesson: Political parties are not as good as government officials at counting votes 

Fox Business: Sec Pate interview with Neil Cavuto 

Judicial Watch 

Wall Street Journal: Iowa Caucuses live coverage 

KGAN TV in Cedar Rapids: Official data shows claims made regarding Iowa voter registration were 

false 

The Hill: Iowa secretary of state disputes viral misinformation about voter registration 

Gateway Pundit: 8 Iowa counties have total population rates larger than eligible population: 

UPDATE: lA Secretary of State refutes report 

The Verge: Iowa conspiracy theories are testing Facebook's misinformation policy 

AlterNet: Republican state official rebukes a conservative group for spreading lies ahead of Iowa 

caucuses 

NBC: Debunked claims about Iowa voter fraud pushed by conservative activists 
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Des Moines Business Record: D. C.-based organization making false claims regarding Iowa voter 

registration, secretary of state's office says 

NEWS BRIEFS 

D.C.-based organization making false claims regarding Iowa voter registration, s~[ 
of state's office says 
A Washington D.C.-based organization is making false claims about Iowa's voter regis! 
data, Iowa Secretary or State Paul Pate said in a critical statement this afternoon. Judie 
is falsely claiming that total registration numbers in eight Iowa counties is larger than th 
voter population, Pale said, adding that the organization's clata underestimated Iowa's; 
population according to the U.S. Census Bureau. "My office has told this organization, ; 
who 11ave made similar claims. that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and theil 
claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation camp< 
immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." Pate said. Voter registration 
are available online and updated monthly_ 

Business Insider: Top Trump allies are spreading baseless voter-fraud conspiracies about Iowa 

caucuses. and even a top state GOP official is telling them to stop 

Wa Po: Iowa caucus delays test tech companies' policies on falsehoods; 

Interesting Engineering: Chaotic Iowa Caucuses: Twitter's part in enabling the spread of election 

disinformation 

Common Dreams: Iowa Caucus debacle highlights need for caution with new technologies: 

Relatedly, Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate was right to quickly and clearly counter false claims of 
voter fraud asserted by the far right. As president of the National Association of Secretaries of State, 
Pate's clear and quick response as the state's chief election official serves as a model for secretaries 
nationwide. 

DMR/USA Today: Confusion over who can caucus and where, 'patently false' claims reporting delays 

equal a night of problems in Iowa {Also touches on some felons whose rights weren't restored 

because they aren't on payment plan for restitution, including one of DMR's poster felons) 

NewsMax: Phone app issues voter fraud claims at Iowa Caucuses 

Mother Jones: Republicans are spreading voter fraud disinformation in an election they're not even 

running in 

AP: Misinformation campaign in full swing as 2020 vote kicks off 

The Guardian: Rigbtwing groups spread false information about voter rolls hours before Iowa 

caucuses 

Wa Po: Judicial Watch's voter fraud fear-mongering finds a new opponent: a pro-voter ID Iowa 
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Epoch Times: Iowa Secretary of State disputes claim by group about voter registration 

Reuters: Iowa official slams viral claim of suspicious voter registration activity as false 

Gizmodo: Twitter admits it knowingly helped spread election disioformation during Iowa Caucuses 

WOI-TV in West Des Moines: Iowa Sec. of State: Claims of voter registration exceeding eligible 

population are false 

Media from NASS w/ Sec. Pate 

KCRG-TV in Cedar Rapids: Iowa Secretary of State warns against misinformation ahead of Monday 

cauctJses 

WOWT-TV in Omaha: Iowa Sec. of State talks election security before Iowa Caucuses 

Washington Post: Election officials confident about cybersecurity ahead of first contests 

AP: Election officials get training before 2020 voting begins 

VoteShield 

Marshalltown Times Republican: Iowa partners with VoteShield to protect integrity of elections 

Onawa Sentinel: Iowa's first-in-the-nation partnership with VoteShield helps protect integrity of 

elections 

Rockwell Pioneer Enterprise: Iowa's partnership with VoteShield helps protect integrity of elections 

SOS/ Auditors guest editorial 

N'West Iowa Review: Protecting our elections 

USMCA 

Farm Progress: Trump signs USMCA: What's next? (nice pic of Sec. Pate/Naig) 

Youth Straw Poll 
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Perry, West Central Valley, ACGC vote in Iowa Youth Straw Poll 

Knoxville Journal Express: Local schools participating in Youth Straw Poll 

Marshalltown Times Republican: Iowa Youth Straw Poll conducted on Jan. 28 

South Hamilton Record-News: Secretary Pate to conduct Iowa Youth Straw Poll on January 28 

Amb. Quinn NASS Award 

Discover Muscatine: Sen. Mark Lofgren honors Ambassador Quinn 

Felons 

DMR: Iowa governor clears voting rights restoration backlog in final hours before the caucuses 

Voter reg 

New London Journal: Iowa registers 350 000 new voters in five years 

Ida County Courier: Iowa registers 350,000 voters in five years 

Safe at Home 

South Hamilton Record-News: Secretary Pate launches digital outreach to help survivors of human 

trafficking 

Marshalltown Times Republican: Digital outreach to help survivors of human trafficking launched 

Election Cybersecurity 

NBC: Behind the scenes states race to shore up 2020 elections 

StateScoop: DHS creates 'tabletop in a box' for local election security drills 

Roll Call: Majority of election sites in battleground states lack validation McAfee finds 
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Other states 

The Hill: Ohio to ramp up election security with new federal funds 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa. goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 

llCm'ltBDi! 
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From: 
To: Hall Kevin (SOSJ 
Subject: Voter registration - update 
Date: Tuesday, February4, 202011:17:47 AM 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https://www.theepochtimes.com/abont-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

1) Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretaty data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that year. 
https://pub 1 ic. tableau.com/profile/u.s.election.assistance.commiss ion# !/vizhome/EAVS20 1 8Data Viz
Labeld 1 1 25/EACDataVizTool 
https://sos.iowa.goy/elections/voterreg/county.html 
Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
last year: https://www census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial-census/about/yoting
rights/cyap.2019 html 
On Jan. 31, new data was released: https://www.census goy/programs-surveys/decennial
census/about/yoting-rights/cvap.2020 html 
The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 
No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 
How come you already have February 2020 data? 
Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters- JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 
Do you agree? 
Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 
Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about 104.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent: https:/ /www.census. goy/data/tab les/time-series/demo/yo1'ing-and-registration/p20-5 83 .htm I 
Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 
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Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+1 917 362 2560 
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22.7(18) 

From: 
To: 
Subject: Voter roll clean up 
Date: Thursday, February 6, 2020 2:51:36 PM 

Dear, mr. Secretary of State. 
I just viewed my second video from Judicial Watch in as many days regarding Iowa's 
out-of-date voter rolls. 
Mr. Fenton contends you are not doing your job. Is this true? 
I look forward to your explanation. 

~ours, 

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S7 active, an AT&T 4G LTE smmtphone 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Romm Tony 
Iowa Secretarv of State Paul D. Pate 
Wash Post inquiry: Twitter and caucus misinfo 
Monday, February 3, 2020 9:20:57 AM 

Hey all, hope you're well. Tony Romm here from the Post. 

I saw this tweet from the secretary of state, trying to rebut false information about the caucus 

that had gone viral on Twitter: https://twitter.com/lowaSOS/status/1224336592891936771? 

s=20 

Would love to talk with him (and I recognize today is a tough day for that) about the challenge 

in combatting this kind of misinformation. Have y'all been in touch with the company? Have 

you had trouble with this elsewhere? 

215.779.9597. Many thanks. 

Tony Romm 

Tech policy reporter 

The Washington Post 

tony.romm@washpost.com 

215.779.9597 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Merrjck Joel fSOSl 

Hall Kevin fSOSl 

Washington Post Call 
Monday, February 3, 2020 9:00:40 AM 
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Isaac Becker- Washington Post 

- 773-480-2423 

Saw on Twitter: 

8 Counties have more adults registered than population. 

Joel Merrick 

Cybersecurity Coordinator 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

(515) 242-5071 

joel.merrick@sos.iowa.gov sos.jowa.gov 

SERVICE • PARTICIPATION · INTEGRITY 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Hey Kevin, 

Zakrzewski Cat 
Hall. Kevin rSOSl 
Washington Post Request 
Monday, February 3, 2020 4:09:47 PM 

I'm a reporter with the Washington Post, where I cover tech policy. I wanted to reach out 

today to see if you had any comment on Twitter and Facebook's decision to allow the posts 

your office debunked to remain their service. Does the secretary think the services should take 

down the Judicial Watch posts that claim the total number of registration numbers in 8 Iowa 

counties are larger than the eligible voter population? 

Thanks, 

Cat 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Stanley-Becker Isaac 
Iowa Secretarv of State Paul D. Pate 
Washington Post question about voter registration 
Monday, February 3, 2020 8:41:28 AM 

Good morning. I'm wondering if there's even a shred of evidence to support these claims? 

https://twitter.com/IomFitton/status/1224014216782340096 

https: //twitter. com /ch a rl i eki rk11 /status/122 406891406 73 2902 4 

Many thanks, 

Isaac 

Isaac Stanley-Becker 
The Washington Post 
Desk: 202.334.5024 
Mobile: 773.480.2423 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Ethan Baron 
Iowa Secretarv of State Paul D. Pate 
media request/statement re: Judicial Watch claims 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:57:02 PM 

Hello Iowa SOS, 
I hope this message finds you well ... Could you please send me the statement from Secretary 
of State Pate concerning the claims by Judicial Watch that eight Iowa counties have more 
registered voters than eligible voters? Thanks! 
Ethan 

Ethan Baron Business reporter 1 Editorial 

ebaron@bayareanewsgroup com 
408-920-5011 Direct 

@ethanbaron ____ _ 

[ 

[g .~bayareanewsgroup.com 
Over 5 million engaged readers weekly -= lf!= ~--J~L_ __ ~_j_ ______ D --~--, 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
voter registration 
Monday, February 3, 2020 10:10:05 PM 

Mr. Paul Pate, Secretary of State 

22.7(18) 

Please be fair to the state and get our voter registration roles cleaned for a more accurate election. 

Thank you! 

Judicial Watch 

BREAKING: Judicial Watch President Tom Fitton made the following statement regarding Iowa secretary 
of state misleading Americans and state residents about the accuracy oflowa's registration rolls: 

"It is shameful that the secretruy state of Iowa would mislead Iowans and Americans about the accuracy of 
the state's registration rolls. 

Judicial Watch's analysis oflowa's state registration rolls is based on official voter registration data 
provided by Iowa to the federal Election Assistance Commission (EAC) for publication in 2019. 

Iowa's Secretary of State and local officials need to clean up the election rolls and reassure voters that its 
election process is being administered in compliance with federal law and common sense. 11 

READ: http://jwatch.us/lDUMFe 
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